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for Successful Dairy ng.
First: the man must not be afraid of
work, but have pleuty of persistency,
for bis time is required seven day· in

Requisite*

By C. N. ù A. M. WILLIAMSON

JONES,

H. P.

those rows od your jacket showing nie was so ueauuiui urai
there while the pien smoked if appall- many—all
And It's only the middle row you seem presently I resolved to be good.
a
ridiculous
with
animals
little
lug
( to use for anything."
We saw Kosciusko's monument, and
number of thin, stick out legs hadn t
"
would Insist upon his telling me
8FKKD Τ HI PLOW."
"We
use the others to give away to I
were
They
come buzzing around ue.
himself,
Kosciusko
about
us by," answered things
to
remember
girls
eaucy looking things, got up In loud
Mrlcultural topic the week and three hundred and sixtydidn't seem to think
Potter
that*·
but
"Ifs
cadet
forbidden,
though
my
In
Address ill communication·»
eults of black and gray stripes, not in
five days in the year. Unless be deAnd then we began
tended tor this 'lepsrtment to Huit l>
Or rather it's why the girls him important
a detail.
votee bis time to the care of hi· cows he
the least like our quiet, respectable
IJUor °xforU D*®
"
from
results
like to have them."
winding our way along a most excan not expect to receive
midges at home, and they weren t even
I stared. "None of youri are mist- quisite path overhanging the river, althem.
honorable enough to wait until sunset
Sometimes
Second: a man should be able to conways shadowed by trees.
ing."
before attacking you. They pricked
Cold Weather Exercise.
trol his temper under all circumstances,
was cut through a green arbor, with
it
on
at
are
'em
"Most
of
prespinned
horribly, like plus your maid has stuck
Let all of the live stock out of the and deal kindly with bis cows, for they
SomeOur a light like liquid emeralds.
In the wrong places, and they had a ent. It's that way with ail of us.
barn on real cold days for exercise. are very sensitive and the least abtfte
Some
rocks.
on
the
ran
It
high
and
times
us
for
at
on
night
I plebs sew 'em
horrid peuchant for your ankles.
When an animal stand· in the stall in they receive will throw them off their
times It dipped down close to the waits
use the door for a thimble."
one position for ten or twelve hours
milk.
was sorry I had on clocked
was Just
"Oh, what are plebe, if you please? ter, but Invariably there
circulation becomes sluggish and vitalThird: the mau should have a natural
And I apologized heartily to Potter for
low vitality love for cows. To
room for two. and no more, to
the highvalets?"
enough
allowed
Are
Ce.
/8k
you
accomplish
McClare.
Vhillipj
ity lowered. In this state of
1906.
his
wire nettings.
by
Copyright.
poking fun at
it feels the cold and will become un- est point of perfection iu dairying, or
"I guess they call 'em fags In your walk side by side.
Though It was so hot, the air was
comfortable even in fairly tight and com- any other line of business, the man with
We met several couples—cadets auii
It smelt of new mown grass country. There are a lot of them lydelicious.
is
fortable quarters.
business
a natural love for his
going
he didn't got
I
asked
some
when
young officers and girls-saunPotter
I
have
Shall
girls,
around.
caught
why
and lilies, with a sharp little spicy ing
Anyone will have noticed that on stay- to far excel the one who is in the dairy
close together
and dragged here? They might squirm tering nr sitting down
up a secret night expedition to burn or tang of the thick Virginia creepers
ing indoors for many hours on a very business because he feels that he has to
But by nnd
('hop down all the hoardings. But I'm which made a shadowy green room or a bit. as they aren't used to ladies' so- Id out of the way places.
cold day the house seems chilly in spite make a living and that dairying is as
sure English people aren't careless like
by we seemed to have passed beyond
but"—
of the glowing fire. We seem cold, and
ciety,
roaras he cau follow.
were
business
Birds
a
the
simply
"piazza."
good
Then Potter asked
that Kneti person thinks the good or
are really cold, when the thermometer
1 hastily protested against such t the inhabited zone.
Fourth: a most importaot requirewith joy in the trees that overmuch
COULD hardly hare s«i»- the whole country Is his business—at ing
me if I were not tired from so
with
on
went
registers high.
and
exhibition
my
cruel
ment that many dairymen overlook is
the house, and Potter and I alThe trouble is not with the temper- cleanliness.
and If I wouldn't like to rest
posed that there were as least one would suppose so by the way hung
in
There is a saying tbat
did
walking
what
asked
I
tiy>y
most quarreled because he would in- questions.
ature of the house, but with the tem- "Cleanliness is uext to Godliness." If
many people In the whole everybody who comes to Battleniead
how long they had to be I said no, and he promptly pretended
sist that some huge creatures bopping winter and
I thought very
perature of our bodies. The stove in there is any truth in this saying it cerworld put together as at talks politics aud affairs of public incadets and whether they were in a to be done up. which
robins.
the
were
They
oil
about
grass
the room is burning high, but the stove
tainly is in dairying for it is impossible
Coney Island, and mo<t terest morning, uoon and night It
■Illy. But of course 1 had to sit down
to be officers.
hurry
and
of
ours
three
have
made
in our body is.burning low. We need to to be too careful in the care you take of
would
•
with a green, mos?
of them were In pairs, seems, though, in America only police"Not as long as the girls can put up by him on a rock
shake out the ashes and turn on the
if they are
were much more like quails that had
your milking uteneils, for
like the animals on their way to the men and people who live in Washingrelvet cushion.
cadet.
said
us
as
we
with
my
are,"
draft so that greater combustion will bo not in proper sanitary condition your
breasts.
their
on
«11 seemed to be engaged ta ton care al>out politics really except to split strawberry
"This Is what I've beeu longing for
them even pretend they like
supported. We leave the house chilled milk will soon become contaminated and ark. They
Bv and by Captain Collingwood ask- "Some of
isn't
all day," said he.
and blue for a run or romp outside on will not be fit for use. To be cleanly, each other and delighted with each get benefits for themselves, aud it
us
better."
ed if "T-ady Betty didn't.want to go
I hadn't, and 1 was thinking about
the snow or ice with the temperature at
of the stables, other's society, or else married and good form to be too much Interested in
"I can quite understand that!" 1 exproper care must be taken
and sec things."
We come back into the
Or else they such things.
of It.
But I agreed that It was
zero or below.
the
time
tired
at
dust
cadets.
from
the
free
drc»»1fully
them
all
having
And then they
laughed,
"Flic's booked to me for Flirtation claimed.
η. α
house after half au hour's exercise in of
or else tûey
Victoria would like this rule, for she
and never to allow manure uau uyspepsta.
beautiful.
#
milking,
1 could an- and some of them applauded.
the open air all glowing and perspiring to accumulate.
times bave brought too many of their children, for has confessed to me that political Walk," said Potter, before
At all
"Yes, it is," he answered, looking «t
"The really important question is,"
"Three's a crowd there, old
swer
with warmth. Now the house seems to
would
ventilation.
she
ones,
anil
small
of
bore
droves
had
her,
"1 uever saw anything so pretty
proper
very
they
questions
or Mr. Smith, "whether me.
said
etate
Captain
to
I
which
be almost burning hot, aud we take off
On
do
not
Capregret
keep who bellowed louder than any Kuglls'.i much rather be talked to about love chap."
Fifth: many dairymen
I,adv Betty, you're an awful
The blood is well informed
are going to be an officers' or α Say.
our wraps to cool off.
There
Potlines.
that
you
tain Collingwood suggested
along dairy
I ever saw and tyrannized or motoring or even bridge, but she
flirt."
cadets"
circulating rapidly and new life and is not a dairyman that can expect to children
lady."
ter should teach his own grandmother
"A
over their parents in tin* most unbriI did open my eyes at that.
always reads the newspaiters hard for
warmth are felt in every cell.
make a success if he does not take some
about nourishing herself
"1 never had r.
fifteen miuutes while Thompson does something
flirt!" 1 exclaimed.
Remembering that cattle are animals good paper like yours from which we dled way.
with an egg diet
lîut Coney Island was fun. and 1 her hair, if she's going out to a big
chance to try being it."
physically like ourselves, we may know receive many good points that other"Anyhow. I suppose you dont obthat they grow torpid, chilly and un- wise would take us years to find out and felt more than ever that I was dreamlunch or dinner, so that she will be up
"1 guess you are born knowing. I've
of
confor
continuous
a
to
inspection
rearguard
comfortable under long
the afternoo:
miserable all
been
many of them we never know, but ing—a lotis, long dream of sands and in everything and able to talk bril- ject
If
winter.
of
Indead
they would go battling on in our own way
finement in the
other features of public
Couldn't you see my agony?"
liantly to members of parliament or camp and
huge hotels-and queer little booths.
are taken out and induced to exercise in
some
he went on. aud after
and then wonder why our neighbors
For dinner we ate uothlng but
"1 didn't notice." said I.
stuffy old things In the house of lords. terest,"
the cold open air their blood will begin were making more of a success of thd
decided that this
of s.) many different kinds and some
I calmed down somewhat after I'd hesitation Potter
"Ah, that'· the trouble You weren't
to flow faster and richer and their life
we
were.
than
admissible.
dairy business
of me. Of course, i ou^'.itn't
them so strange, that I almost feared recovered from the first shock. There would be
of
thinking
fires will burn warm. The increased
select
should
Sixth: every dairyman
Mrs. Ess Kay and Sally both wanted
to have cared for those little boys'
How of blood through exercise will the breed of cows he desires to keep and the dream might turn into a nightmare was so much to admire that it seemed
fondness
thru
I found the clams rather η shame to fret, ilesldes, it was sooth- to He down (it's strange the
stimulate all other vital function*, re- then if be can not start with pure-breds afterward.
(some of them were inches taller
I ire;·'
moving waste matter and building up above all things get a full blooded sire like olives. You hate the flr.-it, but ing to sit on the yacht's deel; under a American women have for putt ng
he), "but I couldn't help It.
η
No
domestic
horizontal
In a
■ !
position
new and healthy tissues.
and breed up, and raise his own calves when you have had three you feel you pale green awning, driuking what 1 themselves
saying Inside, 'Tills is h foretaste
animal can remain perfectly healthy, and in a few years he \ill have cows that would like three dozen, and they sir- call it lemon si;uash aud Potter and the daytime!), so Mrs. Ess Kay said
what I've got to suffer when she's
will
that
she would commission her brother
strong and have a constitution
he knows will pay for their keeping, and not at all easy to forget.
Sally obstinately believe to be lemon- that
staying with Katherine at the Mihτ
effectively resist disease unless the ani- will also make a profit. Test the cows
I needn't be anxious, she
wont down under the sea and ade. While Mrs. Ess Kay angrily read as chaperon:
We
in
lugs." I don't know when I've been s;
exercise
is
allowed
mal
regular daily
and see which ones are "star boarders"
comme 1
I don't see
horrific monsters. nasty paragraphs about herself and assured me. It was quite
to
introduced"
were
unpopular with myself.
the pure, open air.
for every "loafer" you keep not only
As If I would have worried
■*
hilariously about her friends in a Tit- faut
how I'm going to get along mile
There is a great cry—and a well found- eats her own bead off but takes "the Bailed up and down on switchback*
like
that!
about a thing
a paper, Smart
of
now."
ular
to
nice
be
ed one, too—going up now that a large
highwayman
me,
rl^:!)*
you'll
profit of your cows.
I was delighted to go. because the
"As t:i «
"I am nice to you." I said
Sayinçs. Sally Woodburn told me
percentage of dairy cows in this country
Now the last but by all means not the
been passhad
No wonmost
Interesting
groups
dear
are affected with tuberculosis.
am
the
Hudson,
that
I
of
least of the requirements
charmiug legends
as I know how to be."
was ditticult to
der, when so many dairymen confine going to mention is feeding. Too much
old Dutch tilings, most of them, which lug the house, and it
"1 could teach you to be a lot ulcer
the veil
their cows in immovable positions in can not be said about the feeding of
had been made into plays und poems, see all you wanted to through
Lady Betty, let me. won't you';"
Say,
neck*
their
with
cranI will not suggest the
very narrow stalls
cows.
:·
dairy
1 was sorry when we came to of creepers, without continually
and
IIis
and
eyes, though they are s·.:
weeks
for
fastened in stanchions
kinds of feeds, as different feeds can be
ing vour neck. Tail, brown faced boys.
I» !at last.
meltlii?:
Point
West
that
had
to
blue,
silly,
is
an
It
way
at
a
time.
pale
easy
months
fed to better advantage in different
up much like glorified Buttons,
But I wasn't sorry for loug. The1
in them that my cousin l.ovelmd s
handle the cows. It is also an easy way localities, but if you expect your cows
were sauntering about, holillng sunlita
ut
an
them
shore
on
make
we
and
them
minute
quaint
easy
got
to weaken
have when Jje talKs to me. "1/" v-'t
to bring you good returns you must
heads of glrle so
kinds. The
tle lauding shoved incongruously la shades over the
them feeds that run high in protein
do what?" I asked almost suappi. hit
prey to disease germs of all
give
that they would have been In
best way to combat any disease among as such feeds produce milk. Let every
among beautiful wooded hills, the most young
for a person sitting In su. h a lovel»
their
animals is to keep the animals vigorous dairyman study his cows and eee what
scents of ferns and trees aud short frocks with their hair down
exquisite
it tecu difficult to tee all you wanted to place.
η
were
and healthy so that they are physically kinds of feeds bring him the best reThe
girls
I fell all
sweet, moist earth came hurrying backs, in England.
"Teach you to like me
through Vic veil of creepcrt.
able to resist disease. Harmful disease sults, and by close study of his cows and
with
down to welcome 'us. Eton is not more white musllu or pale colors,
over myself In love with you the lir-'i
germs are present almost everywhere, constant care he can not fail in the dairy
but
"
hats trim1 hadn't an Idea what he meant,
beautiful than West Point, and as we charming, floppy Inborn
minute I saw you
even on the skin and in the digestive and business.
anil they looked I K
I remembered Vie'e saying that In the
lie
drove up the hill under an arbor of med with flowers,
before yesterday!" I exclaim»·.I
"Day
respiratory organs of animals. Theythe
Now these requirements are nothing
lower middle classes the}* sometimes
the daintiest, prettiest of French do is
trees 1 saw that the buildings cleverly
You're poking ftiii
there in the spore state, harmless to
"What nonsense.
but simple facts that every reader of
more Interested
call a man's wife his "lady." Perhaps,
contrived to look old and gray aud pic- But I was a great deal
I don't believe in low at til"—·
healthy, resistant animal, but when the this paper should know and if he does,
at me.
who were the
I thought, the expression bad been
animal's vitality is lowered through any and follows them, he will make a sucturesque, like ours. The elms in a big in the youths,
sight—at least i don't think I <i.>. Anywon
cause they are always ready to attack cessful
but if there are those
brought over to the nicest people In how, nobody could fall in love with me
the top of the hill first classmen. Potter said, and
dairyman,
past
green
square
which
they
next
the
weakened organs and begin their course that do not follow them and are not
Mayflower,
year.
America In
had a veuerable air, too, so they must be second lieutenants
In that way."
of ravage. It is a commendable thing
I never could take much Interest In all talk so much ubout, for certainly
making a success, just give them a trial
have ln*en precocious about growing,
"Couldn't they, though? That's all
to breed and feed dairy cows for high and you can rest assured that you will
for
have
must
few 1 have seen,
some of the people In her
All Amerfor it doesn't stand to reason that Eton boys, the
laws of the
know about it, thi»n.
when
but
you
simple
and
Farm
a
production,
succeed as dairyman.—Turf,
that one would been cooks or In the steerage; there
West Point can be as ancient as Ox- thev look such children
will fall In love with you like
icans
physical nature of the animals are Home.
to bother with
are too muuy descendants for the first
ford or Eton. But anyway the elms be positively ashamed
violated in securing the results no high
and it's Just what I want to
After consid- that,
them, but the West Point cadets class passengers alone.
records are legitimate. The health and
were there, makiug an effect that EngDrinking
Founding.
against. I want you to l>e enguard
take them ering for a minute 1 said In rather an
resistant vigor of tho cows must be
land couldn't Improve on, aud there (though one couldn't exactly
to ine before yon go to NewOue of the difficult problems for the
gaged
wasn't
men.
I
future
the
that
"quite
good
embarrassed way
seriously like regularly grownup
rigidly maintained for
were some gray stoue barracks and a
to solve is how to easily
Then I shall feel kind of safe."
port.
poultryman
the
of
either."
be
from
the
would
1
me
and continued high efficiency
^eri
sure yet whether
long line of officers' quarters built of perhaps) fascinated
"Dear me. are you really proposing,
provide pure, fresh water for his fowls.
"You must be one or the other, you
dairy business.—Turf, Farm and Home. Many patent fountains which are on the
wood and brick. I was glad that we first glance through Potter's Mrghilo
and It Isn't in Joke?" I asked. "I d->
If thej
as
be like the bat In the
looked
or
of
know,
you'll
are automatic and keep before
creeper.
They
market
instead
with
Potter,
were to stop
wish you wouldn't."
Feeding for Eggs.
lot of themselves, and the fable who was neither bird nor beast,
the fowls a certain quantity of water.
Coney Inland, was fun.
going to a hotel, for I did want to thought a
"Would I propose to f.ady Betty
There is usually a full fat supply in Under certain conditions these fountains
on both
r ο
fun
a
all
the
the
of
had
with
out
was
were
so
ami
is
girls they
•ec thoroughly what garrison life
but ehe
Bulkelev in Joke?" he reproached me.
all kinds of feeds given to hens; that serve an
admirable purpose. Under which mnde Mrs. Ess Kay 111,
I
adbut
I
won·
it
be
to
think
I
them
sides.
may
prejudiced,
which t.s scarce with them in winter is more adverse conditions many of these nobly refused to desert me in such sur- like. Potter has only half a house, encouraging
And
kind of things they said to vise you to be a cadets' lady.
proteio and green food The best pro- patent contrivances fail to give satis- roundings—a stute of mind which though i suppose lie's rich enough to dered what
of
to
out.
find
■■
you'd better decide now on account
tein for hens is supplied bv wheat, oats faction for the simple reason that it is made her chin look incredibly square. buy up all West Point If it were for girls aud secretly longed
seeins that in summer the cadets
It
his
am! meat; oats make the least valuable
of
tonight."
a
chum
fowls
he
had
If
them
clean.
but
to
got
keep
impossible
Eventually, after many adventures by sale,
Into camp,
because of the husk. Quite too often were fed
"Tonight?" I repeated, puzzled.
only whole grain and the the way, we arrived at the moon, and who lives in the other half to clear out leave their barracks and g<>
an over supply of oats is fed because weather was
of year that the piris
a
it
would
be
"Yes, on account of making out your
cool,
always
of It, but of his part aud give It to us for the which is a time
middle
the
Into
exmost
not
got
are
only
they cost less, but they
who visit West Point and those whose card. Say. Lady Betty, If you are goeasy matter to provide
comparatively
aud
inhabit·
night.
with
the
day
almost
because
hens"
made acquaintance
pensive for feeding
like verj
satisfactory automatic drinking fount·;
ing in with us, can I make out your
Vic has been to Aldershot, and even fathers are statloued there
none of whom appeared to be
one-half is husk and a waste as a food
ains, but as soft food forme a consider- ants,
a glimpse of the tents
had
V.ULU
We
much.
I
never
But
have,
Gib.
and
Hulled
to
Malta
have
for
anything
egg production.
product
able portion of the diet for laying hens over two feet high or to
It appeared
Theu arose a clamor.
officers' quarters from the long street of the
oats are difficult to obtain, so it is much
and fattening fowls these fountains are to speak of between their chins and nnd-l never eaw any
a
to make out tbe
wanted
had
all
we
a
with
after
and
that
wheat
and
they
how
feed
know
to
meat,
better
they quarters,
necessarily more or less fouled, and in their toes. After that experience, min- at home, so I don't
1 asked If I
Potter's few technical things In which I was card—whatever it was
very few oate for protein supply.
warm weather soon become unfit for use strel shows and concerts and persons compare with American ones.
tireen-food supply is of equal im- as
couldn't liuve oue from each, but II
too polite to show that 1 was bardlj
fountains on account of the who told
or and his friend's are exactly like a
with
snakes,
fortunes
drinkiug
your
this is
do that
portance to proteio. The best of
turned into a museum. interested we strolled over to wheie appeared that you couldn't
tainted water and disagreeable odor.
ate glass, were rather an anticlimax; doll's house
any kind of greens the hens will eat—
A simple, wholesome arrangement
of the we could see the little white pyramids My cadet had spoken tlrst, so he said
most
and
are
rooms
I
The
tiny
that
much
so
all
grass or clover preferred. When grow- may be made as follows: Place an or- still, I enjoyed them
thnt he would do it, but the other*
furniture is made to fold up, but Stan gleaming under the stars and stripes.
ing greens cannot be had in winter, dinary milk pan on a block or hollow was Incapable of extreme annoyance
could give me boll bit tons ami chevI bud been afraid that all the adit.
he could
if
with
l»e
envy
alfalfa
would
or
clover
green
hay
the
or
Evening
beets,
mangels
box, the top of which shall be 4 or 5 when we discovered that
Lave ^ »»«>·
rons and decorate faus for me Instead.
provide a good substitute. They can- inchee from the floor. The water or Bat had an "impressionist sketch" of
TT77J—7
ΤΓΤ3Π
but to my Joy hen
"I)o you like hops, Lady Hetty?" inwith
Walk
girls,
not be fed too plentifully of these, for if milk to be drunk by the fowls is to be
me which made me look like an elderwill
chairs
On
a
In
continual
left
have
they
were
camp.
supply,
plenty
quired a perfect pet of a cadet, who
they
placed in this pan. Over the pan is ly murderess.
seldom if ever eat too much of them,
under the trees near by two or tin te looked like a cherub in uniform.
a board cover supported on pieces
aimosi
ϊογκ
placed
New
to
back
We
got
but if deprived of green food for days of lath about S inches long, nailed to the
ladies were sitting with some white
"Hops?" 1 wondered why he should
meaner
and then given plentifully of them, they cover so that they are about 2 inches indecently late, but In the
aud a crowd of cadets isk me such an Irrelevant question, bul
butterfly
girls,
to
had
pass
-··-»-*·
»·»»» lnwnr onrla ran finer nnun thft
parts through which we
may eat too much and close the crop to -r
y
I answered as intelligently as I could,
were tulkiug to them.
their injury. Some kind of green food box which forms the support of the pan. on the way to our gorgcousness the
1
η great pal of mine. Mrs
"I
don't know much about them.
"There's
The
nhould be given them every day.
Ια order to drink from the pan it will be streets swarmed with poor creatures,
Laurence," said Captain Colliugwood. think they're graceful, but I don't like
clover or alfalfa hay should be cut into
to
their
insert
fuwle
with
preparing
for
the
evidently
beat,
necessary
pallid
tbe smell."
"She would love to know you. Lady
half-leugths and fed dry.
heads between these stripe of lath. To to camp out of doors till morning. It
Fur a grain ration, one-uati wueai, cover over the
He looked petrified. "The smell?"
Betty. Do you mind If I introduce
pan and the strips of was a strange aud interesting sight,
one-fourth oats and one-fourth cracked lath at the sides
to each otber?"
the fowl from
It makes one sleepy."
"Yes.
you
reI
prevents
when
feel
guilty
but made me
corn by measure is best for a continuous
"See here, that means we shall be
MI guess we won't give you much
fouling the water in any manner, except
cool
ration. Laying bens will do well on in the act of drinking- Where drinking called It afterward In my great
hitched up with all that lot of cadets," thance to be s'eepy tonight," said he,
kiuds
this, with the addition of some meat pans of this kind are used, it is very bedroom, with my five different
I'otter objected quite crossly. "What's "at our bop."
in
baths.
of
them
with
hot
scrap, green food and grit, liens fed
and
scald
But what a
easy to clean*o
"Arc yon going to be an officers' or η
Then 1 understood.
the pood of wasting time?"
this way will, or should, lay all winter. water as
This
Next morning I was waked early to
demande.
occasion
cadets' lady f
I hurried to say that 1 shouldn't con- funny thing to call a ball—a "hop!"
For mash food, table scraps, bran and
In
flowers
huge
a little furof
be
carried
can
more
find
presents
arrangement
sider it a waste of time, that 1 should
"The idea of prupotiug to any girl
some cracked corn all cooked together
They explained, too, when they saw
ther by pluoiug a pan, or, what would be stacks aiul to get ready for West Point.
and fed warm—not hot—some bioken still
be delighted to meet Mrs. Laurence how stupid I was, that you were an when you've only seen lier three
better, a long, narrow dish, some- I was a little tired from yesterday,
charcoal and oyster shell may be mixed
on a low
and
nlso a few sample cadets, If any "officers' lady" if you danced with times!"
bread
a
tin
like
the
triy,
thing
heat gave me rather
in with the grit. The charcoal sweetens shelf a few inches from the floor, and and the dry
be provided for the consumption them and walked with them and flirtcould
"What did I tell you about iny friend
sensation of Ix-lug a scientist's field
the contents of the crop, preventing ferI was working
nf an Inquiring British tourist.
ed with them and didn't bother with In Sau Francisco?
hinging the cover to one side of the
a vacuum, so that I should
lu
mouse
mentation; the oyster shell furnishes
thought that cadets, or vice versa. Then I decided slowly up to tbis, even then."
poultry house so that it can be tipped
Captain
Collingwood^
If
a
short
even
Journey
material for egg-shell. This produces
the dish have dreaded
up in front for the removal of
one or two might be found who would It once tbat I would be a cadets' lady,
"8 lowly!"
good results in eggs.
Whatever we hadn't been making it by water.
or for Ailing it with water.
I think I've
not object to the sacrifice, and Ave though I was sorry I had only one
"Yes. very slowly.
In the morning, feed the mixed grain device is
had
If
we
than
it must be easily cleaned
It was even better
used,
were sorry,
of patience. Amer
was having more fun night to be it In.
I
deal
later
They
a
shown
in deep straw litter on the floor of the and of free accese to the fowls at all
minute#
great
the
of
been ordinary tourfats on one
hen hou»e; at noon, feed the mash in a
than 1 had ever had before In my life. too, and showed their sorrow in so lean girls—the l«:;utles, 1 mean—are
times.—Turf, Farm and Home.
big Hudson river boats I had heard
trough or box; toward evening more
Mrs. Laurence was sweet and so many nice ways that I enjoyed myself quite hurt if a fehow doesn't propose
about, for we were to travel luxurigrain mixture in the litter. Have the
tactful. She scarcely talked to me at Immensely and quite saw how nice it somewhere along In the first day or
Timothy la Clover.
of Potsteam
little
sell
In
a
a
yacht
in
shell
and
ously
oyster
grit, charcoal
We have never yet succeeded in findall, except to ask tue bow I liked must feel to be out If you are a suc- two. They think he can't appreciate
ter's, which he calls the Poached Egg
feeding box; give the green food so they
a very good stand of timothy sown
America and a few of the things peo- cess. They wanted to draw lots for their real worth and that he deserves
u
Th«
ing
is
not
time.
It
the
all
beaten.
themselves
be
can help
because it can't
in the spring with clover. We have alare obliged to get off their minds
which cadet should take me to Flir- what lie gets if some other chap walk*
intc
mixed
either
be
fed
have
ple
been
had
beef scrap may
one
as
might
It was even better than i) we
that after the vulgar yacht,
however,
found,
then
and
ways
fed
a
and
meet
bran
into
tation Walk, but I said I had to ge away with thetu. Now, I'm not going
foreigner,
mixed
when
they
dry
mash,
the
but a dainty
ordinary tourists.
clover is removed the next year thought from the naine,
to sit still on my perch and see anyin the trough, or by itself in the trough crop 04
with Mr. Parker.
the But- eee their Persian rugs and their silver *he Introduced tlve cadets.
been
have
to
in
the
that
ought
of
fine
a
is
timothy
thiug
One ounce a
or box.
day ot meal there Hence wogrowth
I was terrified for a minute, because
He must have been listening from a
thing else walking off with you."
that onr cor- terfly, Ye White I.adye or something things and their dozens of meerconclude
fall.
"I'll call
scrap is plenty.—Country Gentleman.
I couldn't help laughing.
until I left home my whole (youthful) distance, though he ought to have been
in
so. Mr. schaums and their curiosities from all
mistaken
I
said
be
When
Fort.
thinking
that
may
of
respondent
consisted of one talking with a pretty girl who had no for help if 1 think there's no danger,"
male
He may Parker Insisted that he would at once
experience
is
no timothy at all.
there
that
over the world.
Clover as a Fertilizer.
1
brother, three cousins and two curates, hat, for he came up to me at once aud laid 1, "lint 1 can't promise more than
have a failure, but in our judgment it rechristeîi her Lady Retty, which
I asked Potter what he would do
One farmer makes the remark that
and with long, announced that It was time to go now
I didn't come over to America
come from sowing poor seed.
with
that.
ieait
could
separately
only
than
would have a prettier taeanlug
when he was ordered away.
"clover is head and shoulders above all
1 began to He rather put on airs of having a
intervals between.
to pick ιι;» a hisband."
Timothy will stand a good deal of shadand then I was sorry
on where I'm or- sleepy
other fertilizers." This is an extrava
else,
"That
depends
anything
ing and still live. Clover will not stand
lie ! joked at me rather queerly when
wonder how I could possibly manage right to tell me what I must do. and 1
dered." said he. "If 1 don't like the
gant statement. In the first place clovei shading at all. Every farmer knows I'd spoken.
1
five tall youths at once and to rack my didn't like it much, especially before I said that, almost as If he thought
In
is not a fertilizer, in tbe true sense ol
cit
mere
a
be
to
be
and
disappointed
I
had
PII
stand
shocks
expected
resign
place,
that if he has let his trrain
had come for that express purpose
the word. It does not add anything U
brains for thi» right kind of conversa- those dear cadets, but It would have
I
back
Itecause
to
again
on
sown
everylnxly
or
two
nearly
be
a
would
get.
week
river.
the
It
for even
newly
easy
But of
BeBut before 1 should have bad been childish to make a fuss.
tbe soil that it did not tako out of tlx
and was trying to conceal It.
clover and
timothy, the clover dis- met on board ship trierl to Impress into the army if there were any fun tion.
"knife" to a curat· I sides, I was his guest
lie so horrid as to
soil, except carbon and nitrogen. Th<
to
couldn't
he
time
say
course
was
the
so
while
half
ap- upon me that we had nothing
timothy
going."
with
must
carbon could be added to the soil by an] appeared
found myself chatting away
1 went like a disagreeable lamli eupiHwe such a thing really, and 1
uninjured.
'What klud of fun?" 1 wanted to
good In England, while as for the
other plant as well as clover, and car parently
as If I had grown up
the
expression.
the
strange
cadets
to
those
slaughter;
In the spring of 1907 we sowed timhave
on
its
Imagined
way
Hudsulking
know.
Hhine. It wasn't a patch oil the
bon is not a direct fertilizer, as it assisti
I never once stopped to but, thank goodness, I was engaged
with them.
If he only knew I came away so that
othy and alsike clover, and in cutting
"A war with somebody, of course,"
fertilization only by providing food fo the alsike last year found only an occa- son. I even wanted to be disappointed,
next, au.l
to get λ
1
should
say
what
think
already for nearly all the dances, am! another girl might be sure
bacteria, and acid to assist in the lib sional stalk of timothy. Judging from out of patriotism or spite, which are I said he. Meu have the most extraordlneither did they.
husband, and I'm not allowed to go
I
most of them had to be split In two
but
to
sometimes,
seem
eration of plant food. In its provisioi ! our
But
same
of
fun.
the
ideas
much
thing
they
we
no
doubt
that
have
inry
experience
back until he has !>een gotl
Some girls were introduced to me. there were eo many cadets for theiu
of nitrogen, it does this only when t b«
I found the Hudson too tie alike about that in England and
timothy will be in evidence in Septem- couldn't.
"They're Just growing around on
right kind of bacteria are present on it ( ber and will constitute most of the crop grand for j>etty jealousy. It seemed to America. They are never so happy too, but luckily they didn't seem to (I think, by the by, I shall try to ge:
1 Stan to take me to Sandhurst soim
roots.
blackberry bushes and In strawberry
this year. It sometimes requires very me like η great, noble poem, rolllug ou as when they are killing something or
expect me to talk to them much, so
Where tields are heavily fertilized b;
close examination, where the stand ol and on in splendid cadences, and I lu danger of being killed themselves. I didn't. More and more cadets kept day to see If It Is at all like West patches for yon to pick and choose,"
means of barnyard manure or blood, i t
ciover is rank, to discover any timothy have heard some music of Wagner's
said Potter, "and that's what worries
coming over from camp and joiuing Point aud whether they have hops.)
(
ο
can't imagine how It would feel to be
the
that
growth
frequently happens
In
in
even though there is plenty of it.
I'm a wildly Jealous fellow. I've
me.
Potter made fun of the cadets an·!
our group and beiug introduced
like that, but I know If they were
clover is rank without any ba<£eria be 1006 we mowed-a crop of alsike clover that it reminded me of somehow.
two months' leave so as to be with
droves until I gave up even called them "white meat" and "littl·
not sure different we should bate them.
got
the
mountains—I'm
And
clove
agreeable
a
case
such
hills
or
In
The
ing present.
where the passerby would fail to notice
Bin you at Newport, and I tell yon I shall
names.
is in no sense a fertilizer, though man
thlugs that got in the way."
which to call them—even the I'allaades Potter looked so nice In bis soldier trying to remember their
a stalk of timothy to the rod, and yel
tou
in the first when 1 asked a straight question h
see a bright, beautiful crimson If
one.
of
was
the
mistake
though,
There
make
Into
inj
supposiai
dinned
so
we
while
been
Into
people
which have
clothes (which he got
the next year we cut between two and
come fooling around the
was easy t· had to coufess that he had been on
name
dudes
that it is.
At best, when the roots ar
whose
five
batch
many
to
satilsfj
for
aJf
wore
three tons of timothy to the acre with- ears, were not high enough
making ourselves pretty
covered with tubercles, the clover cai
"I wa
I saw lunch) that I couldn't help thinking It
shanty. Say, won't you Just play we're
get hold of and keep in mind because himself only els years ago
out any reseeding.—Lewiston Journal.
me at a first glance, but soon
Ilk»1
add to the soil but a single element, am
Besides, he was the twenty-two whi>n I graduated." h<
Smith.
theli
was
engaged anyhow and see how you
tt
him to leave the
was their grouping and
for
It
a
be
that
would
pity
that element is nitrogen. Tbe potas!
Winter Hog Feed.
ItV"
"Oue of the youngest men I:
to eact
best looking of all. which made classi- ■aid.
relation
In
i
proportion
and
the
and
perfect
Jrmy.
phosohorus are lacking,
But now I was really cross anJ
Which was the «aine a;
On most farms bogs get very litth other which made them so exquisite
fying him a real pleasure.
my claes."
His friend was Invited to lunch with
the clover plaat is sold off the fnrm ii
winter.
Corn la the
wouldn't hear a word more of such
during
who spoke to Mr. Smitb telling me that he Is twenty-elghi
an<3
The
variety
the
hla
girls
ο
on
form
of
green
for
whether
in
the
steamed
along
we
make
sacrificing
As
to
hay
us.
up
any form,
steady diet. Naturally, many anlmali golden flood between banks that ap house. He is nicer than Potter or called him "captain," perhaps Joking now. Ten years older than I am! I1 nonsense, so I Jumped up. and he had
meat, the soil is actually made poorer i
become unthrifty because of this treat
ι
to scramble up too.
be
or
I
makes him seem quite old.
nitroge
phosphorus,
In
admiration
though
potash
ly, and I asked how he could be
red to fall back
even Mr. Dore m us. but not half so
ment. It is not always possible to have pea
"If you've really proposed—which 1
has been added to the soil. Clover is
Somehow, although he is so nice t·
captain and yet a cadet unless II
to love the Hudson so much thai
it
handsome or brave looking, or with
this
but
gan
occasionally
succulent
feed,
good plant to grow, but its limitation available. If there is a silo on the fara I could have shrieked with rage at th« such a charming voice as poor Jim meant cricket Then he explained me In most ways, he stirs me up t< doubt.'' said 1, "you must please un
should be understood.—Lewiston Joui
derstand that you've been formally re
had ail the different feel antagonistic, as though I wantei
hogs will eat a moderate amount of tbii great staring advertisements ou hoard Rrett. who Is not. I suppose, a gentle- that the cadets
nal.
But 1 forgive you because I
fused.
feed. They should also be given a slop lugs. What can the scenery have don< man except by nature; otherwise ha
grades of officers, from adjutant anl to contradict him and not like thing
it Is tin
believe you must have been chafiini:
made of shorts or corn feed. At leasi : to Americans that they should do theli couldn't have been in the steerage.
captain down to sergeant, and wantec that he likes, and I believe
A cow reared at the Wisconsin Agr μ
«ι
to know if there were any otber ques same with him about me. for 1 mak<
and because it's my first proposal, so
once every two weeks let them bave al
best to si»oll It? No wonder most o!
cultural College has a record for pr< μ
I tbougbt It was silly to bave win ι
the rotten wood, soft ooal or mortal
tions I would care to ask. I said tha
all events I can't die without havlnf
look angry very often. 1 fel
which
for
0
1.2C
his
material
raw
see
windows
ours,
the
over
to
and
eyes
come
doors
the
them
all
;
In
ducing
nettings
desire. This supplies the minera I
there were lot*, but 1 wasn't sure i: he was dlsappoluted because I ad
had at least one. Now, do be sensibh
the sense to let alone even If 1
pounds of butter in one year. Tbi rs they
just to keep away u few innocent midgea I
matter and tends to keep the animali ι have
take me back or 1 shall have t<
so much and ha 1
and
would seem to be an argument in favu
might
the
cadets
ι
ι
is
ujlred
There
crumbles.
until we eat out after lunch.
Homestead.
ask r
he Id i 1
wa
«aid
I
and
a
of sending cows to college, remarks t h θ thrifty.—New England
"1
dances,
find
permit,"
at
you
bo
give
my way aloue or else
mj
many
promised
Sally and Mr. Parker laughed
pleasant balcony with ao upstairs am 1
me."
1
"Lite Stock World."
But
fancv
to
cadet
him
pilot
tease
strange
In a mood to
fury, but I didn't see how they couk l downstairs, which Potter and Captaii ι military way.
Do not be unreasonable in your de
"1
That threat fouud a vulnerable spot
So I began with the bottons.
he Isn't tbe kind who would taki
"It Isn't my seen
Colllngwood call the "plaaza," and 1 t
milch cow is the farmer's frlen à manda upon the oow, but insist upoi ι take It so calmly.
1
κ
wa
have
be
sho'ild like to know why you
and tbe scenery
and he was not half bad on the wuj
weiL
mk
teaslns
mraeif."
trouble
I
don't
sitting
j
can.
as
well
as
she
so
delightful
her
erv.
been
have
would
doing
and principal stand-by in hard time·.
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home—pernaps no worse iuuu m»
of the walk allowed.
I was α good deal excited about the
ball, as It was my very flret. Sally
Woodburt) had looked at my things
and told me wh.it to bring. Not that
it was a bard choke, for 1 have only
four frocks with rue id which I could
go to » dance. The 0110 Saily wauted
me to wear nt West l'oint is a little
white thing of embroidered India muslin.
Thompson made it Hfter one of
Vic's, and il is a rag compared to
name

Sally's and Mrs fciss Kay's gorgeous
ihirgs Bat when i'.illy had doue my
hair In a new way (they had left

Louise behind, as there was no room
for hen and fastened around my throat
a
lovely string of pearls she brought
un purjMse 1 loooked quite uice.

big nom
The "hop" wa.j In a
which the cadets use for something or
other. I forpel what, and it was decorated with quantities of American
flags. There were lots of girls-the
youngest things! Hardly any of them
could have been out. but there were
even more men; counting officers and
cadets, at least two for each girl.
The card whi<6 my particular cadet
hud talked about makin»,' for me was
a programme, with all the dances uud
the men's names and Illuminations
which be had put on himself. It wus
beautiful, and I told him that I would
always keep it I danced every dance,
with two partners for each, and there
was a cotillon afterward with favors
to remind the girls who got them of
West Point; little flags and buttons
aud bits of gold lace, but 1 was very
lucky, for some of the friends t had
made in camp hud smuggled me special things, and 1 shall have quite a
collection of sergeant's stripes and corporal's chevrons, belt buckles and beautiful bright bell buttons with initials

scratched

on them.
I don't believe Vic had hulf so mucb
fun at her first bull us I bad at mine,
although hers is so many seasons ago
now that I can't remember what she
laid about it. I whs only a little girl
then, and she wasn't In the habit of
telling me things as she Is now.
Although I didn't get to bed till
after 2. I was up early next morning,
because I had promised my best ca-

dets that ! would be at morning parade. or whatever they call It, to say
goodby. Sally went with me, and U
I
was quite un affecting parting
«hall never forget those dear boys If I
live to be a hundred, though I can't
remember any of their names, as after
ill I lost the card I meant to keep always.
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TIPS IM SCOTLAND.
How 8ome 8#rvant«
Win Their Wage·.
A gentleman was invited to α shoot
in Scotlaud at two places close together. He arrived at the first place,
aud immediately after his arrival at

An

Example of

the first house received a telegram
calling him back to towu. lie, however, determined to have one day's
shooting and to proceed to town by
the,night mail.
At the end of the day he gave the
head keeper £1 and asked him to send
his gnu and cartridge bag over to the

place for which he had au Invitation and wh're lie proposed proceeding in throe <r four days' time.
On his arrival there after his visit
to town he found his gun, etc., hud
not hit!· id. whereupon he wrote to
the k per, asking him to forward it
at once, and he received a reply stating that when he (ilie keeper) had received the other £4 to which he was
"entitled" the gun would be forward-

other

··

ed.

it was detained till paytheut was

made.

The gentleman wrote to the keeper's
master and received a reply that "he
(the master) never interfered between
his guests .ind his servants in the
The gentleman asmatter of tips."
certained that the master in question
paid the keeper no wages, but left
him to get what lie could out of the

guests.—Loiidun

Times.

Luck In Hortesho··.
The superstition about luck iu horseshoes dates back too far for record,
but It was not always contiued to the
horseshoe. Any piece of iron found in
one's path was accounted u sigu of
good luck, and as horseshoes were
more commonly picked up than any
ortier article of that metal that particular object at last became the
standard emblem of good fortune and
the supposed defense against bad luck,
in Aubrey's "Miscellanies," written
200 years ago. the author mentions
having seen the horseshoe nailed up
in church, and he also says that "mo.-t
of the houses la the west end of London have the horseshoe on the threshold." The In i.-eshoe to posaess virtue

have been found, not purchased
Admiral Nelson had
looked up.
great faith In the luck of the horseshoe, and one was nailed to the mast
London
of his ship, the Victory.
must

or

—

Chronicle.

ACROSS OCEAN BY BALLOON.
Fiaher Propose· Trip Under Gat Bag
With Many Li'.tle Feeder·.
Carl <1. Fisher of ludlanapolis. Ind.,
and George L. Bumbaugh, who recently made α short trip in a balloon with
an automobile for η basket, ar· planning a trip through air acrosa the Atlantic ocean, and their plan baa been
approved by a number of wail known
profesaionals throughout the country.
It is proposed to make the trip In a

gigantic balloon, attached to which
will be twenty smaller supply balloons that may be bled Into the larger
bag as the leakage makes necessary.
Instead of a basket to carry the pa··
•engers, a specially built boat will be
made.

Fly Reveal· Poison In Milk.
A wholesale attempt to exterminate
the roomers In a boarding house In
Los Angeles. OnI.*failed because a ly
was Instantly killed wheu It fell Into
Αι
a five gallon can of poisoned milk.
Mrs. Martin, the proprietor, started to
rarry an open five gallon can of milk
Into the house from the back |>orcb a
fly Hew Into the milk and almost in·
She Immediately notiuled.
atantly

fied the police, and detectives ordered
that η chemical analysis be made of
When this was made by
the milk.
City Chemist Miller the poison was
discovered

Tar 8preading Latest Vandalism.
"Jack the Tar Spreader" la glvlnf
the detective force of Indlanapolla no
pud of trouble, and there Is not a night
women's expensive gowns are
Sut
ruined at the theaters, [n addition to
imearlng tar on gowns he drops aiaaH
oalls of It on the floors, and tbey are
rampled over the carpets by tboee who
lappet! to tread on them.

«
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Eut Bethel.
F. D. Bartlett of Berlin, N. H., visited
here lut week.
Mr. Odber Joom has returned from hic
work Ιο the wood·.
J. M. Bartlett if working for Z. W.
Bartlett at the Sanborn farm.
F. B. Howe loaded a car of potatoee
at Looke'a Mille lait week.
Miee Blanch Bartlett la «pending a few
weeke' vacation at her borne here.
Alder River Orange held an all day
waa
meeting Jan. 8. A bountiful dinner
aerved. Tbe forenoon aeeilon waa devoted to ronNne work; two appllcationa
The
for memberabip were received.
afternoon aeaaion waa open toviaitora.
Tbe new officera clect were Inatalled
by Mr. J. H. Martin of Romford in a very
An
pleasant and impreaalve manner. durintereeting program waa presented
and
ing tbe aeaaion, conaiatlng of mnaio acreadings. Mr. F. F. Vail and pnpila encepted an invitation to dinner, and
joyed tbe inatailatlon exercises. a Mr.
very
Vail gave a reading which was
pleasant addition to tbe program.

BttM.
Wwt Parte.
Mr. and Mrs. Ellaba Pratt of Bnmford
of the week of prayer
services
The
not
Better
John!
yet.
juit
atop
No,
at the M. wen guests of Mr. and Mr·. H. ▲. Iriab
Φχford
You will be miued! Or are too οΐβτβι closed with anion servioes
THE DOINGS OF THE WEEK IN ALL
Sunday evening, Jan. 10. oyer Sanday.
ISSUED TOKSDAT8.
enough to realise that ii the time to E. church
Mi·· Qram Majo of Portland baa been
Rev. W. C. Curtis, paator of the CongreSECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
stop?
Mr·. Stanley Benson for a few day·.
Weat Paria Grange will hare a β ale gational church, preached a most appro- witb
F. B. Dyer was In Ramford Monday on
SO'TTH PARIS, MAINS, JAN. 19,1909.
Jan. 29 at Dunham'· Hall, and there priate sermon..
Paris HI1L
for the public to
Monday evening, Bar Haven, which buiinen.
First Baptist Church, Rev. Q. W. Γ. Hit, paa- will be a good variety
re- ^ D. D. 6. M., E. L. Haakell of Tamer
In the afternoon there was so well received recently, was
every Sunday at 10.-45 A. if. choose from.
ATWOOD A FORBES, tor. Preaching
witb tbree assistants, was pre··
Sunday School at M. Sabbath evening service will be a free programme of vocal and peated for the benefit of the Bethel Centre,
T. P. S. C. B. Tuesday evening.
ént and imtalled tbe following officer· of
at 7 At.
K4IUr« tad Proprietor·.
the
olnb,
▲
fall
hoase
a
greeted
the
in
Library.
music
and
evening
inatrumental
Prayer Meeting Thursday evening at 7 30. Covewas entirely local talent, and a Nealneoot Lodge, I. 0. 0. P., Saturday
A. E. rouil.
Geo box X. atwood.
nant Meeting the last Friday Before the 1st sociable and danoing for those who de- which
Sunday of toe month at 2 30 p. m. AU not •ireit. Following are the committees: generous sum was raised for the library. night:
otherwise connected are cordially Invited.
all well taken, and it was
N. G.-A. H. Cobb.
Hall DecorationMr. and Mr». Will Berry, The parts were
Terms
91JO a year tf paid strictly In advance.
V. G.—C. T. Bowen.
remarked that seldom is the cast of See.—J.
M re. Winnie Day, Mr·. Delia F. Reed.
Otherwise ti.00 a year. Single copie· 4 cents.
B. Warren.
The Miasee Nellie and Linoie Marshall
Candy Table-Mlu Bdlth Day, Mlaa Ora characters so well assigned that there
Tree·.—β. W. Til ton.
ADTEKTUKJUum:—All legal advertisements of Weat Paria bave been tbe guetta of Field.
the
A. March.
is
It
Warden—H.
no
weak
are
hoped
points.
are given three connective Insertion· (or $1.50
Aprona and Fancy Work—Mrs. A.J. Abbott,
Con.—W. L. Bryant.
contracts their siater, Uni. Jarvia M. Thayer, the Mrs. Harris
Mrs. Will Berry.
club will appear in other dramas and
per Inch In length of column. Special
Elllngwood,
S
—β.
C.
R.
S.
wltnlngton.
advertismade with local, transient and yearly
Cooked Food and Canned Qooda—Mrs. Minnie they will be sure of liberal patronage.
past week.
te 8. 8.—Tbo*. Becora.
er·.
Cbarlea L. Case, Esq., of New York, Day. Mrs. Grace Stevens, Mrs. Moses Foes, Mrs.
Masonlo
C. Holmea.
new
β.
Ν.
β.-Ζ.
the
R.
afternoon
Tuesday
Porter.
New type, fast presses, electric arrived here
Jo· ΡΚΠΠΊ50
h. 8. N. G.—O. C. Casey.
Saturday, stopping over Emma
cerelow prtoes
Vegetables and Fruit—Mr. F. L. Wyman, Mr Hall was dedicated with imposing
H. S. V. β.—B. A. Hatchlnson.
power, experienced workmen and
Farm.
Look
at
officers
A.J.Abbott.
Long
combine to mat «his department of oar busi- Sunday
L. 8. V. G.—O. C. Casey.
mony, and In the evening the
M y eery Tree—Mrs. Delia Beed, Mrs. Maude
Mr. and Mrs. 0. A. Thayer spent Sunne·* complete and popular.
Ο. Θ.-0. B. Walle.
The new piano Is mnoh
were Installed.
Day.
and
Dr.
of
as
G.—R. L. Camming·.
in
I.
Portland
KilMrs.
guests
day
Vocal solo by
The installation of officers of Granite appreciated.
Mrs. Augustus S. Thayer.
Bessie Merrill, and Ad oyater sapper waa served at tbe
solo,
born,
COPIES.
piano
undeferred
Miss Annie Parris, who returned re- Chapter, O. £. S., has been
recitation by Miss Ethel Richardson oloae of tbe meeting.
Single Copies of the Democrat are four cents
to the Central Maine General til Jan. 28 when Mr·. Bstella Crawahaw made
C. C. Witbington has been in town In
Supper
each. They will be mailed on receipt of price by cently
up a pleasing program.
officer.
will
be
of
Auburn
installing
Brnah Co.
the publisher· or for the convenience of patrons Hospital at Lewiston for treatment, is to
was served after which a "feast of reason the interest of the
on
for
the
been
have
drama
Issue
the
of
is
that
each
placed
It
of
this
jingle copies
be operated on again on Monday
hoped
The ladies of the Baptist Circle held a
and a flow of soul" was enjoyed with
•ale M the following place· In the County
be
Paris
of
West
benefit
may
Grange
week.
Dr. very aucceaefal five cent sooiabfo at the
H. Wight toastmaeter.
Dr. I.
Shurtleff's Drug Store.
South Paris,
Sunday gave us the biggest snow played in a month or six weeks. meet- Wight having served two years as parsonage Monday evening. A large
Noye·· Drug Store.
Norway,
The W. C. T. U. had a pleasant
storm of the winter, snowing tine and
Stone's Drag Store.
In
recognl- number were present and the evening
lodge,
Master of the
Λ If re 1 Cole. Postmaster.
RnckfieUl.
fast from early morning until evening ing recently with lira. C. H. Lane.
of his faithful- was spent in playing games and music.
of
their
tion
appreciation
Sire. Harlow. Post 0®ce.
Paris UHI,
aod
about fifteen inches. It looks quite like Some articles and a story were read
At a special meeting of Evening Star
him with a past master's
Samuel T. White.
West Pari·.
it was voted to have a union temper- ness, presented
an "old fashioned winter."
F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.
which the doctor received with Lodge, P. and A. M., Monday evening,
apron
31.
Jan.
The annual Roll-Call of the First Bap- ance meeting Sunday evening.
The day was of the P. C. Degree was conferred on two
an appropriate speech.
tist church, Paris Uill, was held on the at the Baptist church.
interest and enjoyment to the candldatea.
deep
Coming Events.
Rerecent
in
the
side
defeated
The
afternoon and evening of Jan. fourMiss Amy Shaw has been with friends
Masonic fraternity.
tbe week.
teenth. Roll was called in tbe after- bekah entertainment contest furnished a
evening, Mrs. Chandler of in Mechanic Palls during
Wednesday
and
Jan. ii-24.—Fourth annual Conference of Maine
side
the
for
fine
memwinning
supper
Mr. Alton Tuttle of Melrose, Mas·.,
noon, a good representation of the
Oxford was present and installed the
Boy·, with the churchee of Lewlston and
outside
that
were
assisted
who
those
read
were
Auburn.
bership responding. Letters
elected officers of the Relief has been here a few days with bis par29.—Annual meeting of Maine Press from tbe absent members. Seventy-five the order on Tuesday evening of last newly
Jan.
and Mrs. Bipley Tuttle. Mr.
Corps. Vet. Herbert Hutchinson in- ents, Mr.
Association, Augusta.
sat down to the roll-call supper. week and there was a good attendance stalled the Sons of Veterans. A short Tuttle is a specialist in landscape gardenFeb. 2.—Oxford Pomona Grange, Bryant's Pond. people
sucAt 7.30 o'clock the congregation listened considering the unfavorable weather. but
March 1.—Town Meeting.
interesting programme was given. ing in which line he has been very
March 9
Supreme Judicial Court, South Parle. to an admirable address on the "Value There wye games, plays, and a social Duet
Mrs. Frank Bartlett and Miss cessful.
by
creata
feature
the
supper,
of Visions" in the every-day lives of time after
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred S. Holland have
Hutcbins, recitation by Miss
N&W Λ D V KUTlSKil KNTS.
being the trimming Geniveve and
every-day people, by the Reverend Mr. ing much merriment the
vocal solo by Mrs. Bang- moved here and will live witb Mr. HolHutchlns,
C.
hats
ladies'
of
of
by
gentlemen.
Holland.
Chesbro, pastor of the Baptist church
hart. Refreshments were served by the land's nephew, Chas.
The Great Furniture Auction Sale.
South Paris. Altogether it was an en- Everett Chase won the first prize—a members of the Corps.
The scholars of the high school went
Trunks, Kags, Suit Cases.
went to
second
The
cake.
□ice
and gave
prize
Muslin Underwear Sale.
joyable season.
Thursday evening Rev. Felix Powell to East Sumner Priday night of readEllsworth D. Curtis, if you want to
Marked Down.
$
their entertainment consisting
church.
Methodist
the
at
lectured
Blue Stores.
Greenwood.
know what the prize was, ask him. It
music and the conrt scene from
Our January Clearance Sale.
Friday evening, a game party was held ings,"Merchant
of Venice."
There seems to be 110 reason to doubt was an enjoyable evening!
to go for the
The Eastern Argus.
the
Odeon
at
proceeds
Hall,
Mr. and Mrs. Butler and children oi
MM-Winter Specials.
Mrs. Adelbert Parsons was taken to
this good old state of Maine still holdItalian sufferers. A
the
of
benefit
the
Goods.
Hatchet Brand Canne·!
of Miss Cora E.
tbe C. M. O. Hospital in Lewie to η Saturing the record for extremes of tempera- Dakota are guests
Notice of Foreclosure.
goodly sum was raised.
ture. For instance, Wedn«day morning Young and Mrs. Young.
Cleaning Glasses.
basket bail game Friday evening day.
The
will
Rev. Stanley Spear of Dexter
Libel for Divorce.
There was a social dance at Nezlnsoot
It was four below, Thursday morning
between the girls' team of the Berlin
Home for Sale.
at the Universalis! church in the
music by
just down to the cypher, and Friday speak
School and Gould Academy result- Hall Friday evening with
For Aged People.
High
in
last
the
January
on
Sunday
Two Petitions for Discharge.
morning it was up to 38, and thawed morning
ed 13 to 1 in favor of the girls of Gould Holmes1 orchestra.
Macduff.
I.
S.
with
Rev.
in
to
Bowdoinwent
A Cash Sale Thursday.
exchange
Mrs. A. W. Pottle
nearly all the night previous. To-day
Eczema Cured.
to have some Academy.
ham and visited friends returning Friday
there is a brisk wind, but the snow has The young people plan
Parker's Hair Balsam.
MIDDLE INTBKVALE.
afternoon.
special music.
formed a crust and cannot drift.
For Sale.
There is quite a lively contest here fot
Z. W. Bartlett of East Bethel has
Now let us glance at the opposite side
East Sumner.
and there are
Mere and There.
of Uncle Sam's farm, and see what is the office of postmaster
bought the Simeon Sanborn place and is
in real estate bave
The Republican
Several
candidates.
several
changes
Mrs
with
other
sawiog
The
mill,
on
there.
portable
day,
operating
going
occurred lately. The Baptist parsonage
Committee may call a meeting ol
Town
from
timber.
letter
other
a
and
received
Newton
Bryant
pine
A president oi the United States was
Herbert
Ned Carter has taken another job log- stand has been purchased by
her cousin, Orison Bryant, of Los An- the citizens for a ballot.
elected last Monday, but the important
Harlow who will occupy tbe same aboai
Miss Alice Penley, who is at the C,
while bis wife
in New Hampshire.
that
Cat.,
stating
ging
geles,
event received very little attentiou from
Her mother,
Parson Sewall
The death of N. Bennett of Magallo- March 1st. The old
and daughter were out shopping, he was M. G. Hospital, Is gaining.
hei
the newspapers, many of them merely
the writer of a kind-hearted place on Sumner Hill has been sold to
and peas. Ho Mrs. E. W. Penley, has been with
reminds
home
at
potatoes
way
planting
mentioning it in small and obscure parawhile
teaching L. B. Heald. Tbe dwelling situated in
man some years ago
s«*nt a bunch of violets in the letter in for a few days.
The Good Will Society was entertain school where he lived, and his children the Minot Packing Co.'s yards has beer
graphs. The votes have not yet been full bloom when picked, but withered
those
Mrs. F. E. Wheel were
counied, but it is understood by
Mr. Cummings, tbe section
and lost their beauty when taken from ed last Wednesday by
among the pupils at school. He purchased by
in best position to know that William 11.
met his friends with a smile and foreman on the M. C. B. R. The Madithe letter. How is that for contrast in er.
always
James
and
Taft was elected president,
John Korhonen has had one leg am kind word. "He has his reward." His son Russell farm, so called, owned by
the climates? And yet that place is less
S. Sherman vice-presideut. By the way, than
a second operation which
friends will miss him more and more as Mr. McPherson, has been sold to How.
10 degrees farther south than we putated and
was
Mr.
Taft
time
that
the
first
is
that
ard Curtis of West Sumner. Tbe Parsoo
was fonnd necessary it is hoped will be time
are.
passes by. There are many traits
ever elected to any public office.
and characters that we do not prize until Sewall stand, which has now gone oui
Mrs. John O. Swan is at Locke's Mills successful.
of
Cole
Tucker
has been oocupled
Mrs.
Charles
Mr. and
we lose them, then it is too late to make of the family name,
caring for her son Roscoe, who is sick
brook, Ν. H., are visiting their daugh amende, only more faithfully to dis- by the Sewalls through four generation!
Cardenio F. King of Boston, the me- of pneumonia.
for several weeks
E. L. Dunham and wife went to Patch ter, Mrs. S. T. White,
teoric manipulator of stocks in the marcharge our duties to the living, to loved and was built shortly after Parsoo
Miss Jennie Pierce of New York, wh( ones left us. Let us all resolve this new Samuel Sewall moved from Bath tc
ket, for larceny, embezzlement, etc., Mountain Wednesday to attend the
has recently returned from a trip abroad 1
Snmner abont the year 1812. About th<
year that we will speak only of the good
gets a sentence of ten to fourteen years. funeral of her aunt, Mrs. Edward Herspent last week as the guest 0f Mrs qualities of our neighbors and comrades. only buildings now standing in this pari
Ruef, the San Francisco "grafter," has rick.
of the town built prior to 1800, are the
Frank Bennett and his son Jason of Elva E. Locke and Mrs. J. L. Marshall
The year· they come,—the years ihey go,
already got the maximum sentence of
Deacon Increase Robinson stand, now
They brlDg ue joy—they bring ua woe ;
fourteen years for bribery. Probably Locke's Mills went there recently on
Pond.
ESTABLISHED 1S3.

democrat,

Sue

San Francisco is so far away that we
shall not have, in this part of the country, remonstrances circulated for signature or mass meetings called, protesting
that he was innocent of any wrong intent, and that the sentence is severe ami
disproportionate. King is near enough
that it might be
so
possible. We
haven't yet learned to accept these big
sentences for "smart" men. and they jar
But then King's offence
on our nerves.
was not committed by the methods of
high finance, but was just a plain ordinary steal and swindle on a comparatively small scale, so he isn't really entitled to sympathy.

Col. Watterson says to Senator Tillman, following his answer and explanation in the senate last week, "You have
certainly met every requirement of public duty and private honor." Mar«e
Henry's words are well chosen. He
could not have transposed them and
said "pnblic honor," because Tillman's
conduct in the matter in question was
not in accord with what the awakened
twentieth century conscience requires of
public men. Tillman has violated no
law, but his action was an indiscretion
and an impropriety wbich is not justified according to present-day standards.
With all his fire-eating qualities, Tillman seems to have many warm friends,
but he disappointed them last week, because he failed in the essential part of
meeting what was in evidence against
him.
One county in the United States, in
the November election, cast its vote
solidly for Taft and Sherman—a small
county, with only 349 votes. And of all
states in the Union, that was in Texas.
It is pleasant to learn that the danget
from the foot and mouth disease of
stock is thought to be over, and the
quarantine against New York, Pennsyl
vania and New Jersey on account of it
has been declared off.
The payment by the city of Portland
in one day of bounties on brown-tail
moth nests estimated to contain not lest
than twenty-six million caterpillars in
dicates that Portland is very much uj;
against it in the mattei of the brown-tail
moth. While we are sorry to have oui
neighbors troubled, we really hope that
the climate of Oxford County is too cold
for the brown-tails to live.

working again on hie storagt
Perhaps it isn't bis fault thai
been perfected and just ready for

Edieoo is

battery.

it has
the market so many times, and is yet si
far away. Let us hope he will really
perfect it in the near future. It would
revolutionize transportation quicker and
more completely than anything else yet
conceived.
An article now going the rounds ol
the papers quotes from "the record" ti
show that the earth is becoming warmei
rather than colder, and tells some re
markable tales regarding what has been
For instance, one winter the ice on tbf
Thames in England was sixty-one inches
thick! And twenty years later the ice or
the Thames was again thick enough tc
support coaches which were driven ovei
it! And in January, 1737, the ground wai 1
frozen to a depth of four feet in New
England! It is well that most of the
stories contained in this hodge-podgt
are located so far back in the dark ages
that it would be difficult to disprovt
them.
Tennessee has passed a prohibitory
law. It doesn't look as if pro
hibition had received that great set-bac)
in the elections of last fall which wai
alleged by the advocates of license
The announcement of the result in Ten
nessee was received with tremendoui 1

liquor

cheering.

Prance has allowed the death penalty
fall into disuse for some time, but th< 1
guillotine is again to be set to work. It
Maine there is little likelihood of our
going back to capital punishment.
to

That able investigator, Lincoln Stef
fens, who thinks in terms of bosse»

bribes and corruption, rather than ol
men, measures and ftitluence, says Ne*
Engiand I· so bad that he gave it np ic
despair. Well, New Engiand will prob
ably try to worry along without him,
We should much prefer an observer wbc
baa been trained to see the whole thing
rather than simply the dirt in it
All but nine of the 182 members ol

the Maine legislature are natives ol
Maine, and the Kennebec Journal doubts

THE OXFORD BEAKS.

Bryaot's

busiuess.
Washington A. Billings of Nortl
There is a disease here at present
ehocl
similar to what they used to call the Woodstock suffered a paralytic
Mr. Billings ha!
"boss ail," and while nearly all are hav- Wednesday night.
in poor health since last summer,
ing λ touch of it some aret nearly on the been
with rbeuma
sick list, among the rest the writer of being troubled severely
tisra. His
mother, Mrs.
Augustu I
thesê locals.
Billings, has been caring for him.
Work in the spool mill saw room com
Browafield.
menced Wednesday for the winter.
The funeral of Mrs. John Danfortb,
Uncle Hannibal Andrews is quit
nef Clara Nason, of this town, was held
He is now living with thi >
at her late home on Main Street Jan. poorly.
of Otis Estes.
11th. Hev. Mr. Cotton was the officiat- family
The breaking of a car wheel at th
Danfortb was
Mrs.
ing clergyman.
foot of the grade Thursday morning oi
Kebekab
Pearl
member
of
a
formerly
train No. 92 made some delay for tin ,
Lodge, No. 90, and was organist for a
Portland mail.
number of years. She will be niucb
M. M. Hathaway has returned fron ,
missed in the lodge and in the village.
his work at Poland Spring.
She leaves a husband who has the symThe high school closes this week
pathy of all, also a father and mother There will
be only one week's vacation
and two brothers to mourn her loss.
A new teacher will be installed in plac 3
There is a good deal of sickness in
Lucas.
We learn that Mr. Luca 9
of Mr.
town.
satisfaction and it i ,
Schools in this village have been has given excellent
to be regretted that his services caono t
closed three weeks on account of measles.
be secured for the coming term.
Will re-open Monday next.
M les Alice Byers has returned t >
Lyno, Mass.
Byron.
Miss Alice Day has returned fron ,
L. A. Mason went to the Falls, WedPortland.
nesday. He sold hw oxen to Mr. BlanchMr. Gilman A. Whitman will leave fo r
ard of Wilton, last Friday, and is lookHaverhill soon on a visit to his eoc
ing for a smaller pair.
G. Whitman.
J. E. Shaw sold a cow for beef last Bertrand
Mrs. lea Perkins of Fryeburg is vieil
week and bought one for a dairy cow.
her
daughter, Mrs. Lee Rowe.
Jotham Shaw has sold bis hay to Mr. ing
Mrs. Albina Cole remains very feeble
Luce.
also Miss Louisa Cole.
Leon and Gertrude Dunn are visiting
relatives in West Minot, Mechanic Falls
West Sumner.
and Lewieton.
Mr. and Mrs. Moses Young of Harl
Vernon Taylor returned from Macy
ford were in town Saturday.
Tuesday.
Mrs. Eugene Andrews of Brunswick i g
Richard Taylor is at work at the gold
the gueet of Mrs. Herbert Thomas.
mine at Houghton.
Mrs. James Buck went to Buckfiel j
Bernard Kennedy went to Phillips
to meet a lady from Rumford
Tuesday
with
back
came
His
brother
Thursday.
Mrs. Buck is making some very elegac
him.
for ladies in that vicinity.
Mrs. Edith Hackett of Auburn, who dresses
Elias Johnson is still running his mil
has been very sick at the home of her
He expects to bave to shut down boo
daughter, Mrs. W. A. Arris, is improv- for
lack of water.
ing. She is attended by Dr. Twitchell
The gift of a box of books by Oeacot
of Andover.
ess Sanford of Philadelphia to the Wee t
lockc s mniB.
Sumner Public Library comprised mor e
of history
The funeral of Mrs. Abner Libby was than a hundred volumes
Mor
and Action.
held at the Union church Saturday, Jao. biography, poetry
fiction than anything else, as that suit
9, at one o'clock, conducted by Rev. Mr.
know
the public taste beet, as everyone
Banghart of Bethel. The body was
caters to it.
placed in the receiving tomb. Mr. Lib- that
A. B. Wheeler, who recently sold hi
by ban gone to Gorham, Ν. H., where he
stand to Deacon Moses Dow, has bougt]
will live with hie son, Jesse Libby.
Youn
Azel Bryant hae returned from the C. the house owned by Mrs. Hattie
Mi
Bisbee.
M. G. Hospital at Lewiston, and hie and occupied by Sylvester
Bisbee will break up housekeeping an
hand is doing fiuely.
i
Mrs. F. £. Purington was in town last he and his son Edward will board
John Heald's.
week calling on old friends.
to
establis
Some parties are trying
Mr. Joe Fairbanks is still confined to
an R. F. D. route in this village. It I
the house by illness.
the
delh
rural
free
extend
proposed to
Mr. Roscoe Swan is very sick.
E. L. Tebbets is sick at hie borne in ery route from West Paris that alread
1
runs through a part of this town.
Auburn.
would be a great inconvenience to tb
North Stoneham.
majority of the people here who are ver
It would b
Mrs. II. B. McKeen went to Norway strongly opposed to it.
to have the post office closed an
Sunday to see her daughter Beryl, who bard
the stage discontinued. Hon. John F
has been quite sick.
Amos McKeen of North Lovell is Swasey carried a petition to Washingto
with him signed by almost all the cit
helping Lyman Hilton cut Wm. Gam- zens
of this village, praying that th
moo's ice.
Ζ M. Gammon from Kumford visited post office might be continued.
The S. B. R. Club was to have mc
bin brother, Wm. Gammon, Saturday
with Mrs. M. P. Heald. On acoount c
and Sunday.
Gu9 Andrews and Charles Lawrence the snow storm only a few ladies ventui
ed out. These few spent a pleasac
are cutting timber for □. B. McKeen.
Archie Hill of North Lovell is at work social hour and were treated to cake an
As it was election of officei
mousse.
for J. C. Sawyer.
the business had to be once more post
poned. The next meeting will be Jai
Denmark.
29th.
Silver Lodge No. 19, Rebekab Degree,
Printed invitations have been sent ou
and Denmark Lodge No. 50, I. O. O. F.,
for the installation of officers of Fidelit
held a joint installation, Thursday evenLodge, No. 13β, Κ. of P., at Orang
ing. There were present about seventy- Hall, East Sumner, on.
Thursday eves
live. An oyster supper was served after
log, Jan. 21.
the installation. The officers for Silver
Friday morning fire broke out ii
Lodge for 1909 are
Henry Proctor's rooms, where he live
Ν. G.—Mrs. Mm Wood.
Mr. Proctor rosi
over bis paint shop.
V. ti.—Mrs. Hattle Bradbury.
R. 9.—Mrs. Ada Grey.
early in the morning and having kindle
F. S —Mrs. Addle Wentwortb.
a fire in the stove, lay down on a coucl
Treae.—Mrs. Cathy Jewett.
Officers for Denmark Lodge, No. 50, near the stove and fell asleep. When h
were ver;
awoke, the stove and
as follows:—
H. G.—W. C. Ordway.
hot, the wood-work around the
V. G.-H. F. Lord.
was blazing and the couch was on fire
R. s.—s. H. Smith.
He was nearly suffocated with smok
K. S —G. L. Wentwortb.
and breaking oat a window called to
Twas.—F. C. Jewttt.
War.—C. Ο Moore.
help. The fire waa extinguished befor
Con.—Η. B. Jones.
much damage waa done. Several fresh
Chap —N. S. Thome·.
R. 8. N. G.—A. W. Belcher.
ly painted carriages in the paint aho]
L. 8 —Win. Johnson.
below were drenched with water am
R. S. V. G.—Fred Alexander.
will have to be repainted.
L S.—James Wentwortb.
Born in West Sumner, Jan. 15th ti
R. S. S.-K. Hljjgine.
L. 8. 8.—A. Jewett.
the wife of Fred M. Chandler, a son.
O. G-W. McKuslck.
F. S. Palmer of Eaat Sumner ii her
I. G.—Frank Kennlson.
There is one case of measles in the with his gasoline engine, aawing woot
for P. 0. Barrett.
of Mr. Horace True.
■

■

j

j

chimney

chimnej

family

Mrs. A. Wentwortb is reported as very
But Brownfleld.
sick.
School re-opened this week in charge
The ice business is good at the present
of Miss Alice Martin of Hiram.
time and fine ice is being harvested
The Congregational Cirole met witl
Lovell.
Mrs. C. D. Feesenden Jan. 13.
Clinton Warren and son Earl of Con
J. H. Fox, who bas bot ght the steammill and business of LeBaron Brothers, way, Ν. H., were the guest· of Wil
has moved hie family into the rent of Warren Jan. 10.
Frost Mt. Grange installed its officer
W. C. Baasett, recently vacated by Ε. B.
for the coming year on Jan. 12.
Sawyer.
All services of the Congregationa
Miss Alice A. Stearns was home from
church were omitted Jan. 17.
over

if there is another state with as many
native born members. It would also
Sunday.
like to know how many native· of Maine Fryeburg
É. S. Hatch is building a piazza upon
are member· of the legialatnres of other
East Waterford.
the front and southerly side of his house.
state·. There are a good many, and
Alonzo Cole ia quite sick.
Walter Laorque has finished drawing
in
as
there
all
as
are
there
many
perhaps
L. E. Mclntire ia unable to work ot
West Lovell to Bartare in the Maine legislature.
Perhaps spool stripe from
will draw pine for Daniel account of a bad ankle, probably cause<
the other states will say it is because so lett's Mill, and
McAllister.
by rheumatism.
many emigrate from Maine and so few
Otis N. Oilman has built an ice house
Irving Symonds tested Farrington'i
immigrate.
and is making preparations for the som- and Sidney S. Hall's cowa last week foi

Governor Pernald's

staff has been

mer

trade.

tuberculosis.

All

were

pronouncec

Β. E. Brown has the lumber drawn for sound exoept one of Mr. Hall'a, and ii
to be erected in the that caae the temperature rose barelj
enough to oosdamn it.

completed by the appointment of Lieut.· another
log cabin,
Col. James Moriarty of the First Infantry, of Lewlatoa, M Inspector general. •pring.

May thU year to
Fit

ue

for

a

us now

occupied by

given

West Bethel.

Fur da ain't alrter comfort—whut da want le de

pav,
Look down wid pity, oh, Lawd ;
think· dat he'· got a mighty head,
Look down wtd ultv, oh, Lawd ;
But der ain't nuthtn' in ft—did you heab what I
hab eed?
Look down wid pity, oh, Lawd."
man

days have lengthened half an hour.
There is still a scarcity of water in
The

many wells.
Albion P. Mason was in Bethel

Monday.

village

Tax-collector Howe passed through
this end of the town on Monday last.
Since the storm of Tuesday no one is
heard complaining of a lack of snow,
Alanson Tyler is cutting and hauling
wood from Northwest Albany to his
home in this village.
Another press has been added to the
printing room of Whitten & Dennison,
used in connection with their post-card
house.
Our village school was not in session
on Monday and Tuesday owing to illness
of the teacher.
Miss Dorothy Mills, of Gorham, Ν. H.,
has been visiting her grandparents, Mr,
and Mrs. W. D. Mills, and her grandfather accompanied her to her home on
Sunday, Jan. 3d.
The Portland Transcript, which has
been resurrected and rejuvenated, it
once more iesued weekly, and contains a
column of original prize puzzles edited

by "Ruthven."

The numerous friends and admirers of
Miss Anna Boynton Averill are pleased
to learn that a volume of her sweel
songs entitled, "Birch Stream and Other
Poems," has recently been published bj
the Cricket Club of Dover, Maine, and is
mailed to any address for $1.62. The
work is bound in green and gold and
contains thirty fine illustrations.

Albany.

Mrs. Charlie Dunham and two children visited her father, J. W. Cumraings, last week.
Mrs. Prances Ward well has gone tc
North Norway to work for a short time.
Herman Lewis, who has been very ill,
is so as to be out of doors again.
Every one is Invited to attend the
circle at Hunt's Corner Jan. 21st.
The selectmen were at the town house

Jan.13th.

Nina Briggs boards at J. F. Guptill'i
and attends school.
Mrs. Eva Morrill and Mrs. Ada Lord
went to Bethel one

day

last week.

Mason.

Alden Spragne, an old Maine newstbe
paper man, formerly connected with
Kennebec Journal and other papera,
died a few days since in Los Angeles,
Cal., at the age of 82 years. Tbe remains will be brought to Auguata for
Interment.

Tbe Maine 8portaman, formerly published at Bangor, has been sold to Jamea
W. Brackett, publisher of Tbe Maine
Woods at Phillips, and will be merged
Herbert W. Rowe,
with that paper.

former publisher of the Sportsman, will
be associated with the combined publication.
Tbe Maine State Bar Association held
ita annual meeting and banquet at

The principal
Auguata Thursday.
of
apeaker waa Hon. Albert E. Pillsbury of
Boston, formerly attorney general
Massachusetts. Hon. L. B. Deasy of
Bar Harbor was elected president of the

/

Their|

Jd Folk·.Should be Careful Id
Selection of Regulative Medicine.

With advaneed age

>le and peraona of weak conatitntlona
rho anffer from conatipetlon or other
towel diaorder. We are ao certain that

core theae complaints and give
ibaolnte satisfaction in every particular
hat we offer them with onr personal
;nerantee that they shall cost the user
lothing If they fail to substantiate our
ilaims. This remedy Is celled Rexail

twill

)rderlies.
Rexail Orderlies have

You should give careful attention to this Underwear
trimmed
rffering, with ite hundreds of well made, tastily
that we
so
advantageously,
have
we
bought
garments which
could
the
as
as
buy
you
cheap
to
them
nearly
san sell
you
at
less
than
cases
some
in
and
in
them,
contained
materials
cost of materials. So you see you not only save money and
time, but work and worry. The large sales the past week
show that those who have seen them have made large

purchases.

e

ezation of the mnscular fibre· of the
e wave-like
>owel wall·,
notion which forces their contents on-

generating

irard

outward;

and

simulating

thui

>ature in perfect bowel movement They
ilso remove all Irritation, drjness, soreiess end weakness.
They tone op end

itrengtben the

nerves

with three

nconveoience, do not cauae any griping,
lausea, diarrhea, excessive looseness,
flatulence or other disagreeable effect,

rry Rexail Orderlies

now

on our

Cleaning
is

an

accompaniment

of their

But don't mistake denon-suitable lenses
for moisture or dust on them.
If your Glasses are not the
exact kind you should wear,
they will do you more harm
wear.

fective

than

or

good.

you would do well
anyhow and find
the
have
out whether you
We'll
RIGHT lenses or not.
be honest with you we can't
afford to be otherwise.

Perhaps

to call on us

was the verdict of the coroner's
in tbe case of Mrs. Rose Sanborn,
whose body was found in Winthrop beside tbe road Monday. A 22-calibre

WE

DON'T

with ribbon,

GOWNS,
of.

sleeves,
and

houses and

a

large garden with some

good bearing apple trees. A good
Call at
trade to desirable parties.
house or write for particulars.
3tf

MRS. C. C. DEARBORN,
South Paris, Maine.

For Bale.
green, four-foot
and fitted for stove and furnace.

Wood, dry and
Also

one

New Milch Cow.

HENRY FLETCHER.

3

Bankrupt's

In the matter

of

)

Give
do not

■

6 Pleasant

prosperity.

On'Jan. 7 the Hiram Creamery Auo

elation re-elected iu board of directors
Henry N. Burbaok, Dsaiel B. Cram ο
Hiram; Charles D. Fesseoden, of Brown
field; R. N. Lowell, of Hiram; Johi
Colby of Denmark; Frank Haley ο
Sebago; Fred Ward of Baldwin. Η. I
Mason, treasurer. Β. N. Lowell, clerk
The number of
patronr exceeded thos<
of tbe year 1007, but the dry· season re
duced the
products slightly. Thi
amount of business done in 1908 wai

Horace Walker and his brother Webster have a job cutting wood and timbei
for J. A. McKenzie.
Webster Walker had the misfortune some $40,000.
to cut his foot quite badly; had to have
On Friday evening, the 8th, Hiran
several stitches taken.
Lodge, K. of P., entertained the Water
are
A.
and
E.
E.
A.
Gspver
ford Lodge. Some forty visiting mem
Tyler
bers were present. The ladies of th*
hauling white birch to West Bethel.
One of A. J. Hutchinson's horses ia guests were entertained in our publii
lame so he has to lay him off from work hall. Some two hundred persons weri
for a few days.
in attendance in both halls. Ample reΕ. H. Morrill has hanled a car load ol freshments were served in the banque
cord wood to West Bethel for Douglai hall, and all seemed to enjoy tbe pleas
ant occasion.
Cushing.
Ervin Hutchinson is yarding out hii
Mrs. Eli C. Wadsworth is quite ill, anc I
is threatened with pneumonia.
dry cord wood.
him
is
a
A.J. Hntchinson
Mr. and Mrs. Marshall
on Wed
getting
up
nice set of sleds.
nesday went to West Baldwin to th*
funeral of Mrs. Spring's mother, Mrs
Oxford.
Joseph Burnell, who died Sunday, age< 1
80 years, 11 months. She was a worth]
The officers of Oxford Grange were inmember of tbe Methodist church
stalled Friday evening by State Secreyears.
tary Ε. H. Libby of Aubnrn:
Hebron.
Muter—James W. Hunting.
Overseer—Chu. Warren.
A publio meeting of Z. L. Packard ReSec.—Dr. Ε. B. Holden.
lief Corps 'was held Friday evening
Treu—D. M. Peterson.
Mrs. Blanobe Merrill installed the offi
C.—Mrs. Hattle Brackett.
Lecturer—Mm. Wm. Carey.
cere as follows:
Steward—Chu. Burns.
Pre*.—Mr*. Abble Marshall.
A. 8.—John Downing.
8. V. P.—Mrs. Ella Sargent.
L. A. 8.—Addle Burns.
■I. V. P.—Mrs. Caroline Bray.
Ceres—Mrs. J. W. Hunting.
Treas.-Mrs. Bom Phillip·.
Flora—Mrs. Chu. Dennen.
Chap.—Mrs. Ella Bearce.
Pomona—Mrs. W. It. Holden.
Con.—Mrs. Sarah Bartlett.
Cash.
Gate-Keeper—Leon
Asst. Con.—Hn. Emma Sturtevant.
was
a
harfollowed by
The installation
Sec.—Mrs. Blanche Merrill.
Guard—Mr·.
Inez Hatchlmon.
vest supper.
A set. Ο .—Mm. Amanda Merrill.
The Congregationalist Ladies1 Circle
1st C. B.—MIm Lizzie Be*roe.
met with Mrs. J. B. Robinson Wednes9C. B.—Mia» Gertru'te George.
3d C. B.—Miss Beulah Hutchinson.
day afternoon.
4th C. B.-Mr·. Ora Hylan.
Mr. Pettengill preached at the CongreOrganist—Mr·. Rosette Richardson.
church
Sunday.
P. I.—MIm Josephine Hodedon.
gationalist
A number of the members of the A lunch was served and a
merry time
Orange attended the all day session at reported by all.
Otisfield Gore Saturday.
Chas. George and daughter Gertie atMerrill Brackett has lost one of bia tended the 20th
anniversary of East
horses.
Hebron Grange Saturday, the 9th. Mr.
the
George organised
grange in 1889.
North WaterforO.
Hebron Grange held an all day meetMrs. S. Lizzie Jewett, who has been ing Wednesday and installed officers for
caring for Mrs. Justin Molntire for five the year.
Arthur George made a misstep while
weeks, came home last week.
Ernest Nason's brother Noah's son ia carrying a teakettle of boiling water and
fell and was badly burned.
visiting him.
Miss Hazel Donham is at home from
A pleasant time was spent by some of
tbe young people Friday night and Sat- visiting in Boston and vicinity.
Prof. Joy is very slok this week.
urday at tbe oamp by Kezar Pond in
■pite of the oold.

Spring

man)

Archie G rover has hi· ibonlder disNorway Lake.
located.
Ralph Flood Injured his ankle quite
Mary Manning has begun work in the badly with a bolt-hook quite, recently.
Viotor Partridge had the misfortnne
spool mill in tbe plaoe where Mrs. W.
H. Kilgore has worked for the last thir- to have the index finger sawed in theit
mill a few hours after it started, the first
ty-six years.
Mrs. Sarah York remains in very poor day tbev worked. He was fortunate not
health.
to lose his band.
The Grangers have just began reC. A. Stephana ii in Boston (or a abort
«
hearsing for thsir drama.
I lime.

Maine, ss.
On this 16th day of Jan., A. D. 1909, on reading
foregoing petition, It Is
Ordered by the Court, that a bearing be had
upon the same on the 5th day of Feb., A. D.
1909, before said Court at Portland, In said District, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon : and that notice thereof be published In the Oxford Democrat, a newspaper printed In said District, at.d
that all known creditors, and other persons in
Interest, may appear at the said time and place,
and show cause, if any they have, why the
prayer of said petitioner shonld not be granted.
And It Is further ordered by the Court, That
the Clerk shall send by mall to all known creditors copies of said petition and this order, addressed to them at their places of residence as
stated.
witness, the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge
of the said Court, and the seal thereof, at Portland, In said District, on the 16th day of Jan.,
District of

the

A. D. 1909.

[l. S.J

JAMBS E. HEWEY, Clerk.
petition and order'thereon.
Attest: JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.

A true copy of

Bankrupt's

Petition for

In the matter of
THOMAS E. WESTLBIGH,

)

Discharge.

( In Bankruptcy.
Bankrupt. )
To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the
District Court of the United States for the
District of Maine :
rnHOMAS E. WESTLBIGH, of Mason, In the
1 County of Oxford, and State of Maine, In
said District, resoectfully represents, that on the
11th day of July, last past, be was duly adjudged bankrupt under the Acts of Congress
relating to bankruptcy; that he has duly sur·
rendered all his property and rights of property,
and has fully complied irlth all the requirements
of said Acts and of the orders of Court touching
his bankruptcy.
Wherefore he prays, that he may be decreed
by the Court to nave a full discharge from all
debts provable against his estate under said
bankruptcy Acts, except soch debts as are excepted by law from sucn discharge.
Dated this 17th day of December, A. D. 1908.
THOMA8 E. WESTLBIGH, Bankrupt.
ORDER OF NOTICE THEREON.
District or Maine, ss.
On this 16th day of Jan.. A. D. 1909, on read·
lng the foregoing petition. It la
Ordered by the Court, that a bearing be had
upon the same on the Btb day of Feb., A. D.
1909, before said Court at Portland, In said District, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon; and that
notice thereof be published In The Oxford Democrat, a newspaper printed In said District, and
that all known creditors, and other persons In
Interest, may appear at the said time and place,
and show cause, If any they have, why the
prayer of said petitioner should not be granted.
And It Is furtner Ordered by the Court, that tbe
Clerk shall send by mall to all known creditors
copies of said petition and this order, addressed
to them at their places of residence as stated.
Witness the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge
of the said Conrt, and the teal thereof, at Port·
land, In said District, on the 16th day of Jan.,
A. D. 1900.
JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.
IL. ·.]
A true oopy of petition and order. hereon.
Attest:—JAMES E. HEW IY, Clerk.

Corset Cover and Drawer combined,

style, short trimmed with fine embroidery, beading
with ribbon, gathered at waist with

Several styles for beading with ribbon, only 98c.

call and let

us a

us

show you these garments, if you

buy.

care to

Beginning

will offer special* items
from our stock for that day

only.

Items that have the price cut deep
below the profit line—not shaded a little,
but genuine bargains of the first water.
Every item will materially affect your
grocery bill.

RALPH H. MORRILL,
Buckfield, Me.

These specials will be displayed in
windows each week and will be
placed on sale

NOTICE.
U. 8. Circuit Court, ί
Portland, Dec. Mil, 1908.
Maine District. J

our

Pursuant to the rules of the Circuit Court of the
Vnlted States for the District of Maine, notice
Is hereby given, that
ALTON C. WHEELER of Parle,
In said District, has applied for admission as an
attorney and counsellor of said Circuit Court.
JAMES Ε. HEWEY, Clerk.
1-3
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J.

line the LEW-

For persons not favored with a dally paper, the
visWEEKLY JOURNAL Is an
itor. It presents In Its ample columns a full
as a digest
as
well
In
events
of
all
Maine,
report
of every Important event throughout the world.
The management Is always on the lookout for
Improvement, with lutentlon of making every
number more complete than any predecessor.
The universal testimony Is that It realizes Its
Ideal In all respects.
Send a postal for sample copies of either Issue.

Indispensable

LEWISTON JOURNAL COMPANY.
OF

HAIÛE.
*

COUNTY OF OXFORD, 88.:
To the Honorable Justice of the Supreme Judlclal Court next to be holden In Parts within
and for the county of Oxford on the second
Tuesday of March, A. D. 1900.
Kalsa I. Erlkson of Paris, In said Oxford
County, wife of Erik Erlkson, respectfully rep-

résenta: that her maiden name was Kalsa I.
Konan : that she was lawfully married to aald
Erik Erlkson at said Paris on tne thirtieth day
of December, A. D. 1902: that they lived together
as husband and wife at said Parle, In said County, from the time of their aald Intermarriage un
til some time In August, A. D. 1905: that your
libellant baa always conducted herself toward
her said hnsband aa a faithful, true and affectionate wife : that some time In A ugust, A. D.
1906, the aald Erik Erlkson deserted your libellant without cauae and went to parte unknown to
her, since which time she has never seen or
heard from him, or received from him any supIs unknown to your
port: that hla residence
libellant and cannot be ascertained by reaaonsble diligence : that there Is no collusion between
libellant and the aald Erik Erlkson to obn this divorce : that your Ubelltnt believes It
lust and proper that the bonds of matrimony between her and her aald husband should be dissolved by divorce : that there has been born to
tbem by said Intermacriage two children, Hannah aged five year· and Erik aged four years.
Wherefore sue prays that such dlvoroe may be
decreed, and that sho may have the custody of
lier said minor children.
January 12th, 1909

2.75 and 2.50
2.00

44

44

44

44

44

44

,.^3

1.68

1.38

Clothier,
Furniaher,

Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME,
Telephone

106-3.

SPECIAL SALE
OF"

Brand

Hatchet

CANNED GOODS.
at

the

on one

doz-

Strictly First Quality

Price of Medium Quality.
10 per cent, discount
en

lot.

Assorted to suit.

See Our Window Display.

N. Dayton Bolster & Co.,
3S MARKBT

SOUTH

eQUAXtD,

ΜΑΙΝ3ΓΙ

PARIS,

The Eastern Argus

Kur

KAI8A I. ERIKSON.

3.ΟΟ

F. PLUMMER,
31 Market

for the Session.

ISTON EVENING JOURNAL will
reach the Kennebec towns from 5 to 0
o'clock, nearly two hours before any
other paper. Do not fail to order at once.

STATE

44

Legislature.

trolley

over.

Lot Boys' and Children's $5.50 and $5.00 Suite only $3.78
44
44
44
44
44
44
2.98
4.50 and 4.00
44
44
44
44
44
44
2.37
3.50 and 3.25

JOURNAL

of the new

Look it

This is the first list

EVENING

By use

at 9 o'clock, A. M.

Every Friday

LËWÏ5T0N

Only $1.50

January 22nd

on

we

once.
M

Specials.

Mid-Winter

modern fixtures. Will inventory about $2600. Rent$100
per year, lease expires Oct,
1911. Owner has other busiThis is an exceptional
ness.
opportunity for a hustling
Easy terms, if
young man.
desired, to right party. If interested investigate this at

People
great
Next Maine

Order of Notice Thereon.

Hiram.

around neck, finished with lace, only

Norway, Maine

'"therefore

pleased

25c.

St., South Paria, Me.

In

JULIA

Many

CHAROE

HOKNK,
} Bankruptcy.
Bankrupt. )
CAOIVIDOO.
To the Ho*. Clarence Hale, Judge of the DisMrs. S. Robinson visited her sister'i
trict Court of the United States for the District
of If aine will watch with
of Maine :
The
family at Cyrus B. Heald's at Cantoi
A. HORSE, of Norway, In the Counthe work of the
interest
village a few days last week.
In
said
and
State
of
of
Maine,
Oxford,
ty
Geo. H. Haskell and wife are visitinf District,
respectfully represents that on the 17th
at the home of her parents, Mr. and Mrs day of Oct., last past, she was dnly adjudged
bankrupt under the Acts of Congress relating to
James A. Barrows.
Bankruptcy ; that she has duly surrendered all Id order to follow the discussions of the
Mr. Geo. Goss is working for a lum her
property and rights of property, and has fully
will be acted
ber company at Tamwortb, Ν. H.
compiled with all the requirements of said Acts important questions that
and
of the orders of Court touching her bank- upon, a subscription to the LEWISTON
We have received an interesting lettei
EVENING JOURNAL is a necessity.
from H. Carroll Field of the mercantili *
she prays, That she may be decreed
house of Weymouth & Field, of whiol by the Court to have a full discharge from all Our special representative, by extensive
debts provable against her estate under said use of the telephone, will give our readhe is the junior member, located a
bankruptcy Acts, except such debts as are ex- era every evening the proceedings of the
Bristol, X. H. Mr. Field formerly re cepted
by law from such discharge.
same day, with interesting descriptions
sided in Sumner for many years. W< I
Dated this 8th day of Januarv. A. D. 1909.
JULIA A. HORNS, Bankrupt.
of everything doing at the capitol. Price
to note bis
are
JULIA

only

hemstitched ruffle around neck

EYESIGHT 8ΡΕΟΙΔΧ1Ι8Τ,

Petition for Discharge.

A.

now

you can never bave too many

sleeves, only 39c.

paying: Clothing,

ground buildings. A good
take a few boarders. Well watered,
electric passes the door. Stable, hen

50c,

were

ONE LOT, chemise

A HIGHER HEALTH LEVEL'

chance to

with lace

COMBINATION GARMENTS, Corset

quality,

good

now

98c.
Many other styles, 50c, 98c, 91.25,11.49.

"I have reached a higher health level
since I began using Dr. King's New Life
FurGood
Pills," writes Jacob Springer, of West
Shoe
and
Hat
Franklin, Maine.
"They keep my nishing Goods,
stomach, liver and bowels working just Business. On spot cash basis.
If
these
pills disappoint you on
right."
trial, money will be refunded at F. A. Clean, up-to-date stock and
Sburtleff & Co.'s drug store. 25c.

going from South Paris
Norway, nearly opposite fair

COVERS,

CORSET

S. RICHARDS,

separated

On street

Another lot trimmed

large assortment 19c.

25c,

were

FOR CONSULTATION.

rifle, her property, was lying beside her,
and it is decided that it was possible for
her to bave inflicted tbe wound which
caused death. Sbe was 20 years of age,
and had been twice married, had been

to

A

08c.

tucks, hemstitched hem,

guarantee. trimmed with deep torchon lace, two Cover and Skirt combined, trimmed
I
around neck with deep lace, beading
rows of beading with ribbon, only 15c.
with ribbon, only 59c. One lot of One,
CORSET COVERS, some trimmed
with fancy embroidery
with bamburg, others with lace beading •oft cotton

Glasses

Suicide

Home for Sale.

only

were

F.
36 tablets 25o., and 12 tablets 10c.
A. Shnrtleff & Co., South Paris, Me.

jury

Joeiah T. Stetson of the third generation still lives on the old place, and al
though over 88 years of age, is still in
quite robust health. The Capt. Tim
othy Cobb place where Stepheu Cobt
and his two sons, John F. and Lewis A.
were born and reared, has also gone oui
of tbe name and the buildings are noi
occupied. Lewis A. Cobb is still livinj
in Auburn. The historic Capt. Lewi«
Bisbee place is
occupied by Lewii
Spanlding of the fifth generation, anc
were his children at home would b<
ocoupied by tbe sixth generation. In
fact, tbe infant child of Dr. Morse ol
Canton is of tbe seventh generation ol
this line of the Bisbees. The Capt. Bet
Heald place on Sumner Hill is occupiec
by James Heald of the fourth genera
tion. Probably Harrison Bonney, non
in bis 05th year, is Sumner's oldesi ί
citizen. Surely, "one generation pass
eth away and another cometb." W<
often think that were It possible t<
resurrect one that passed away a centun
ago, and let bim behold tbe wonderfu
strides made in inventions and improve
ments, especially those of an electrica
nature, his astonishment could bardli
be conceived. And the end is not yet
Progress in the arts and sciences cul
minatiog in still greater inventions ii
sure to come.
Students of Buckfield High Scboo
came up on Friday evening and gave at
entertainment at Grange Hall, present
ing on the stage scenes from the "Mer
chant of Venice," alao other intereatinj

lace insertion, hem- deep ruffle with two clusters of pin

rows

stitching, tucks edged with lace,

and muscles and 91.25,

lot, good cotton,

Ohj

of fine quality, lace and hamburg trim- and tucks, were 50c, now 29c.
» more vigorous end healthy actlvitj.
without
time
at
taken
be
any
rhey may
others, fine qualities, 50c, 98c.
med, «1 49, $1.08, $2.98.

Mason is the record of
Judge Austin D. Knight of Hallowell.
He Is one of the oldest in the councils of
the craft in Maine. He was ushered
into the mysteries of the order in Camden in 1848, and since tbat time, by
rapid and regular promotion, be has ascended the fascinating scale of the ancient and mystic rites, to tbe 32d degree, the highest honor but one.

of Robluson. The other old landmarki
are the Elder Lawrence stand, so called,
not now occnpied, and tbe Hezeklah
Stetson stand, now occupied by some ol
the fourth and fifth generation. Deacoi

DRAWERS,

SKIRTS, good muslin, deep flounce

estore the bowels and aaaociate organs

a

divorced from tbe first and
from the seoond.

Astonishing Low Prices

soothing, beelWHITE LONG 8KIRTS, good mate- 50c. A Urge assortment for 79c, 98c,
ng, strengthening, tonic and regulative
ictlon upon the dry, relex muscular
and 11.25, $1.49; and one lot that wu 92.50
toat of the bowel.
They produce e rials, deep flounce with hemstitching
leturel, successive contraction and re- δ inch hamburg edge, only 60c.
oow 11.49.

Her trial lasted three daya and was conducted on behalf of tbe state by Attorney General Philbrook.

some

Inactive

sluggish liver.
Tetare is unable to perform ber proper
□notion· end requires aaaiatence. Otherfrom
rise, there U constant (offering
onatipetion end its ettendent evils. Old
oiks should never use physio that is
lersh end irritating.
We heve e sefe, dependable end altoether ideel remedy thet le particularly
dapted to the reqirementa of aged peo-

A verdict of not guilty waa returned
by the jury in the Supreme Court at
Belfast Wednesday in the case of Miss
Vina M. Tourtillotte of Old Town, accused of setting fire at the Northport
Camp Ground on Oot. 28, 1908, when a
number of cottages were destroyed.

Sixty years

come·

end

owel movement

association.

of the fourth genera
tion, one of whom still bears tbe name

home In heaven.

"De State Legislator It hab dun come tergedder,
Look down wid pity, oh. Lawd ;
Yer mer look out now fur a change In de weder,
Look down w 11 pity, oh. Lawd ;
Da may eat In de hois lot at/ sleep In de hay,
Look down wid pity, oh, Lawd ;
Each

Maine New· Note·.

MUSLIN UNDERWEAR
SALE

FOR AGED PEOPLE

For 1ΘΟΘ.

i$03

DAILY AND WEEKLY

1909

The Argus for over a century baa endeavored to tell the new· of tbe day in a
conciae readable manner. Its friends throughout tbe northern New England State·
Subscribed and sworn to before me this I
are thousands because of its fearless, aggressive methods in placing before it*
LSth day of January, A. D. 1909.
WALTER L. GRAY,
readers Democratic principles. If you would know what tbe Legislature Is doing
Justice of the Peace.
this winter subscribe for the Argus.

State of Haixx.
(skal)
Uouhtt or Oxfobd, se :
Judicial
Court, la Vacation. |
Supreme
The regular price for tbe Daily Argus is 96.00 per year, but we want the peoJanuary IS, A. D. 1909. j ple of the State to know bow things politically look from an Argus standpoint,
Urox thk Γοβχοοινο Libel, ORDERED, therefore will
send tbe Daily Argus for tbe next three months for 50 cents to all
rhat the Libelant give notice to the aald Erik
Erlkson, Llbellee.to appear before the Justice new subscribers.
>f oar Supreme Judicial Court, to be holden at
The Weekly Argu», INCLUDING THE SATURDAY EDITION of tbe DailyParia, within and for the County of Oxford, oa One
copy, one year, 11.50 in advance. Clubs of 6, $5.00 in advance.
1 lie second Tuesday of Mar., A. D. 1900, by publsbing an attested copy of said libel, and this
>rder thereon, three weeks successively In the
)xford Democrat, a newspaper printed In Paris,
η our County of Oxford, the last publication to
m SO days at least prior to said second Tuesday
1 if March, 1909, that he
may there and then la
< lur aald Court appear and show cauae, if any
He.
m have, why the prayer of said Libelant should
99

NOTICE or FORECLOSURE.
WHBREA8, Samuel D. Rand of Dlxfleld, In
the county of Oxford and State of Maine, by
his mortgage deed dated the sixth day of May,
A. D. 1900, and recorded In the Oxford Registry
of Deed·, Book 398, Page VS. conveyed to me the
undersigned a oertaln parcel of Real Estate situate In Dlxfleld, In the ronnty of Oxford and
State of Maine, and described as follows, to wit :
The homestead farm of said Samnel D. Raid
containing 100 acres more or lésa with buildings
thereon and the same oonvered to the said
8amoel D. Rand by Charles H. Kidder by warrunty deed dated March 29th, 1901, and recorded
with Oxford Registry of Deeds, Book 284, Page
167, and whereas the condition of said mortgage ι lot be granted.
GEO. E. BIRD,
has been broken, now therefore, by reason of
Justice of the Sup. Jud. Court.
tbe breach of tbe oondltlon thereof I claim a
A true copy of the libel and order of 00art
foreclosure of said mortgage.
Dated at Dlxfleld, Maine, this 19th day of <
Attest: CHARLES F. WHITMAN, Clerk.
January, 1900,
alter L. Gray, Atty. for Libt.
PRINCE B. COLCO&D,
!
M

EASTERN ARGUS PUBLISHING CO.,
Exchange Street,

CASTORIA KiifHtiBiai**

InmïuHwAHmBmit

Portland,

?

sf
CMtmx*

I MH Mildred Ham of Portland baa
aÇîre 9xtotA |rmocnt been a guest at J. H. Jooee' for a few
MIh Olive C. Swett baa gone to Ban·
family of her brother, L.

gor to visit the
P. Swett.

SOCTH PARIS ΓΟβΤ orricx.
7 30 A. M. to 7 30 P. M.

Tuesday evening,

tbe

gregational vestry.

GHAHD TBCMK KAILWAY.

Commencing September 27, 1908,
TRAINS LEAVE SOUTH ΡΑΚΙ β
Going down east!—6 36 Α. M., dally ; 9 :5ο
dally except Sunday ; 4 33 p. m., dally. riti
Going up ;we*t)—9 50 A. *., dally ; 3
except Sunday; 9:47 p. M., dally.

26Λ,

is tbe date
of tbe annual men'· aupper at tbe Con-

oXce Hoar*

"A Box of Monkeys" is the entertaining farce to be given as entertainment at
the February supper of the Good Cheer

P.M.,

dally

CIIBMlMi
Congregational Church. Kev. A. T. McPastor.
Preaching service, 10:45 A.
W norter,

Society.

rirat

Tbe Baptist Ladies' Aid will give a
supper and entertainment at the vestry
Tuursday evening of this week. Prices
as usual.

Ε 6Λ1
.suo<lay School 11 :i5 A *.; Y P. S. C.
Evening service 7:00 p. m.; Church
p.
Λ)
at
7
p. x.
prayer meeting Wednesday evening
not otherwise connected, are cordially In-

All.

kited.
Methodist Chuivh. Bev.T. N. Kewiey, Pastor
a number of the
theater goers
10 00 a.
On Sunday. m.-rnlng ι rayenneetlng
10:45 a. m.; Sabbath School will see "The
Widow" at Lewispreaching "^vlceLeague
00
p.
6
Meeting
12 m.; Kpworth
Perton next
evening 7-JO; claw
jiraver meeting Wednesday
kins'
train.
lectin* Friday venin* 7:30.
J.
Wallace
Kev.
Chesbro
Baptist Church,
Officers of Joshua L. Chamberlain
On Sunday, preaching service 10:45 a
astor
to meet at
are
S. of
,.; Sabbath Schoof 12 *.; Y. P. S. C. Κ., β:15 ρ
prayer meeting 7 Λ) p. x. ; Wednesday even
A. R. Hall Saturday evening, Jan. 23,
art
tree.
All
Scats
7
JO.
service
i« prayer
for rehearsal.
elcome.
Per Order Commandkb.
Universalis! Church, Rev J. U. Little, Pastor
reaching service every Sunday at 10:45 Α. M
3:3·
suffered a severe
.Junior
at
Swift
12
u.
Union
at
E.
School
'I
Aniasa
unday
μ. Υ. Ρ C. U. at 7 P. M.
and at
shock

Quite

Merry
Monday evening, going by
special

Camp,

]G.

.,

V.,

requested

I

paralytic

Saturday nigbt,

the latest report before the Democrat
to press had not rallied from it, and
I
Ρ λ Α. M.—Pari
Lodge, No. 94. Kegulai goes
moon
is in critical condition.
,oe:lng Tuesday evening on or before full
meet
I.O.O. f.—Mount Mica Lodge, regular
week —Aaron
Mies Eva E. Walker is in Browntield
igs, Thursday evening of eacn
ncampment, tfrst and third Monday cvenlngi and Denmark for a few days, «he viait
I each month.
No ed her grandmother at East Browntield
D of K.—Mourn Pie nan Rebekah Lodge,
of eacli I over Sunday, and will attend the wedI. meets second to t fourth Fridays
lontA la Odd fellows' Hall.
ding a' Denmark Tuesday of Miss Flor«. A. R —W. K. Kimball Post. No. 148, meeu ence M. Jewett of that town and Ε. N.
ret and third Saturday evenings of eact
Haskell of South Paris.
onth. In (4. A. K. Hall.
Wra. K. Kimball Circle. Ladles of the li. A.
Paris Grange will bold a special meett, meets ilrei nd third Saturday evenings ol
tch month. In Grand XriiiÀ Hall.
ing Saturday evening, Jan. 31st. The
of V.—Joshua L. Chamberlain Camp meets
of this meeting is that all Patrons
rst and third Tuesday evenings of each month. object
P. of H.—Paris tiracge. from May 1 to Oct. 1, in this vicinity may have an opportunity
the
during
thlnl
and
Saturday;
first
rets
attending a grange meeting. There
aialuder of the year, meets every Saturday, in
are many so employed that they cannot
'range Hall.
ol
fourth
and
attend a day meeting, and it Is for this
Mondays
VJ. Ο. Θ. C.—Second
tch month.
the arrangement bas been
reason that
S. E. O. P.—Stony Brook Lodge, No- 181,
Paris
Whether members of
ruade.
; «< necond and fourth Wednesday evenings
or some other a cordial invitaeach month.
meets
every tiou is extended to be
«.of Ρ—Hamlin Lodge. No, 31,
present.
day evening at Pythian Hall.
The annual meeting of the Paris PubMiss Hattie Jeone is visiting in Lynn. lic Library Association was held at the
■Haas.
library rooms Saturday evening. The
rep Tts show the financial account for
Clyde T. Hebbari) is reading law in the
year practically balanced, with new
the office of Walter L. Gray, Es<|.
books added during tbe year to the
met
ThursThe Ladies' Fliuch Ciub
amount of $118. A gift to the library
day evening with Mrs. N. G. Elder.
much appreciated, made by Rev. H. 0.
New York, who was born and
County Attorney Ralph T. Parker of Thayer of
reared here, is a compiled volume formKumford was at South Paris Friday.
ing a history of the famous Oxford NorMies Lila Gilbert of Canton is employ- mal Institute, including copies of its
ed a« compositor at the Democrat office. several catalogue", and a personal sketch
the
Alton C. Wheeler and George C. Fer- of some length of Ebenezer Hinds,
nald have been nominated as notaries first principal of tbe school. This is
giveu on the condition that it is not to
public.
be loaned from 'he library, but to be
teleHon. James S. Wright has had a
used there as may be desired. Officers
in
installed
of the association for the comiog year
phone on the Maine system
his residence.
were elected us follows:
The senior class of P. Π. S. will give I I resilient—James S. Wright.
VlcePresMent-J. H. Bean.
a sociable in New Hall Friday evening,
Secretary an·! Treasurer—S. D. Bolster,
Admissiou 10 cents. EveryJan. 22.
Alton C. Wheeler, J H. Bean, X.
jI G.directors—
Kliler, Alice B. Knight
body invited.
STATED MKKTINUS.

■

...

^S.

Job·'· Latter.
Ever read Dante'· Inferno—hi· vision
of Hell in thirty-fonr canto·? It ia said
to be "classic." Oar taste and Inclination are not toward that style. The
illustrations are by Gustave Dore and
are simply horrible, and are unfit for
the eye of a sensitive child. ▲ dime
novel of the blood and thunder type for
my boy rather than the clasalo Inferno.
'Tie a nightmare long drawn out. If

NOBWAt.

In Pail·, Jan. β, to the wife of William A. Nel
ion, a daughter.
In South Paria, Jan. 13, to the wife of Fre<l E.
Swan, a son.
In 8outh Paria, Jan. 11, to the wife of John
Kamnlalnen. a daughter.
In Pari·,
10, to the wife of Donald P.
Chapman, a daughter.
In Center Lorell, Jan. 10, to the wife of John
W. Kendal), a daughter.
in North
Jan. 8, to the wife of Albert
B. Garcelon, a daughter.
In Norway. Jan. 10, to the wife of Edwin 8.
Gammon, a daughter.
in Weat 8umner, Jan. 15, to the wife of Fred
M. Chandler, a son.

Large quantities of palp wood and
board· are being shipped from the Nor
way station.

jof
J

[Grange

Dante

was

a

his looks belle
glimmer of truth in

HO

CURE,

PAT,

IS

▲

MOST

OENEB-

Clearance Sale.

0U9 OFFEB.
To get an antiseptic strong enough to
kill catarrh germs and not destroy the
tissues of the membrane at the same
time, has been a problem which was
never solved until the discovery of Hyomei (pronounced High-o-me).
Hyomei is prepared from eucalyptus,
the most powerful yet healing antiseptic

Lovell,

S. Β. & Z. 8. Prince's store and dress

not insane

Were there

NO

Jan.

Mrs. Marj Lowell of Augusta, (or tw<
weeks the guest of Mr. ana Mrs. V. W
Hills, returned to her home Thursday.

OUR JANUARY

CATARRH CURED.

Bon.

making rooms were closed Wednesdaj
owing to the stock taking of the firm.
him.
Qeorge H. Fogg and family of Little
the Inferno, or nightmare or epHeptlc ton, Ν. H., are to ιοοη move to the
the
nniverse
rules
who
He
fit of Dante,
Charles I. Fogg farm.
can find no special fault with the most
C. B. Cummlngs & Sons have just re
who ever sat upon an
monarch
brutal
paired a bad break in the steam pipe ol
needs to add one more deed and one
throne.
earthly
the
beating plant In Main Street opposlb
more day to her already full calendar to
"Here, a· mine ear could note, no plaint wu F. P. Stone's drug store. It took tb<
properly round out the century, in
beftrd
crew several days to make the repairs.
which the state and nation may partici- Except of sigh», that made the eternal air
Mr. and Mrs. Charles R. Smith of
not c-used by torture', but of grief
pate. With his historic prestige there is Tremble,
and
vast.
Kelt by those multitudes, many
Portland vieited hie sister, Miss Editi
only one thing to do in this year of Of men, women and Infants. Then to roe
M. Smith, during the week.
grace; to recognize the centennial annl- The gentle guide: Inqulrest thou not what
The little six-year-old daughter of Mr.
spirits
ver>ary of.Hannibal Hamlin who was
thou beholdest? Ere thou pass and Mrs.
which
these
Are
Henry B. Foster waa given ι
born on Pari» Hill, August 27th, 1809.
aio
Farther, I would thou know, that these of
birthday party at her grandfather's, Mr
This fact is the warrant for the sug- Were blameless; and If xught they merited.
and Mrs. George A. Cole's. It waa ι
We have an unprece- It proflts not, since baptism was not theirs,
gestions offered.
faith. I f they before
most pleasant affair Saturday afternoon.
dented opportunity in the annals of the The portal to thy thev served
God
not
aright;
The Gospel lived,
Walter B. Foes, for some dajs fro α
town and state to honor his name in fit- And among such am I. Kor these defects,
the store owing to an attack of the
evil, we are lost;
ting memorial of some character that And for no other
afflicted that we live
grippe, is again at the store.
shall be a constant reminder of the prin- Oulv so far
Desiring without hope."
The sacred concert at the opera bouse
ciple for which he stood. To-day is one
a
clerical
lie.
that
We count
has been the attraction on Sunday afterof great things and great things are exlias
farm
changed noons. A musical programme by loca
The deserted F»gg
pected of us who hold the keys.
owners.
Probably twenty years ago the talent. No admission but a collection.
To attempt them is to be loyal to the
dilisearch
had
to
have
would
owner
The shoe factory roof, under directioi
best.
Forty-five years ago Hannibal
for a buyer at right around 1500; of a foreman from out of town, is being
Hamliu faced tremendoue opportunities; gently
now the buyer has searched him out
but
repaired by a crew of men. The rool
he met tbem with courage, loyalty and
and found him, with a $3000 check for a was in vety bad condition and is being
statesmanship. He was Abraham Lin- nearchl'ght, so to speak. The check most
carefully and thoroughly rebuilt.
coln's able second in that country-wide
bears the name of Clarence Foater. No
Walter Hobbs of Boston waa in towi
call for seventy-five thousand men to
our
than
ia nearer the value
Thursday on a business trip. He visitée
He doubt that
meet a fearful crUis in our history.
Dortheastern neighbor reoeived for hia bis sister in Hebron before his return
etood with Lincoln at the helm in that
first
The
timber
wood and
lot—11,750.
bis father, William Hobbs
He
mighty struggle for an undivided Coun- purchasing party without laying ax at who reports
resides with him, as in excellenl
try. The far famed land of the free is the root of a tree quickly sold it to No. health.
The United States has set
ours today.
3 for «4,300.
The annual election of tbe stockholda pace that inspirée the lauds beyond
Leslie Turner has taken the contract ers of the Norway National Bank wai
the seae.
to cut the "soft stuff1* and deliver it here held on Tuesday at the bank rooms and
The suggestion follows naturally:—
Dn the brook and river banks—a level the following directors were elected;
Why nut call a meeting, choose a com- route
up the valley and over the bog, C.N. Tubbs, C..E. Holt, H. D. Smith
mittee to devise ways and means to
but a long haul. Wash and "we" pac- L. S. Billings, P. W. Sanborn, W. L
carry out the project? The opportunity sd it the other
day and chalked it down
and Ε. E. Andrews. The directori
appeals to our patriotism and pride. is four miles good and atrong, or two Gray
organized as follows:
Hannifor
Such interest cannot be local
and
miles apiece, strong
good.
President—Ο. N. Tubbs.
bal Hamlin belonged equally to State
If you have a wood and timber lot to
Vice-Prealdent—C. E. Holt.
and Nation. To-day we can reach out
don't know the worth of it, have
and
tell
Cashier and Clerk—II. D. Smith.
for the best that rightfully belongs to
Discount Committee—C. N. Tubbs, C. E. Holi
jheek enough to ask right around thrioe
and L. 8. Billings.
Paris and we can fittingly make the
are offered for it, and thus
what
you
Twenty-seventh of August next a veri- rou will not get letdown with such a Of the two new members one is from

John P. Piummer and Premont H
were drawn
Saturday traverse
Μ., jurors for the March term of court.
Field

Α.

aot a Hannibal Hamlin Memo-

rial Centennial Fund?
Editor Democrat:
Someone has said that Pari· Hill, with
an area of hardly more than one square
mile, ha» sent ooC into the world more
distinguished men thao any other town
of equal area in the United State·. In
the lint are governor·, judge·, representatives to Congress, lawyer*, and men of
high rank in army and navy. Not Ua it
in the list is a vice President of the
United States, Hannibal Hamlin, lawyer,
statesman and diplomat.
Paris HUi is jastly proud of the sons
who have made her famous, yet she

days.

SOUTB PAm

I

Why

of shoe» which

we

have

Marked Very Low to Close.

known. Breathe it through the inhaler
over the inflamed and germ-ridden membrane four or five times a day, and in a
few days the germs will disappear.
The inflamed condition will go, too,

Married.

following lines

We have the

carefully.

Read the list very

fine Cordovan Bals., heavy soles, Walk Over, the 15.00 grade
offensive 14 Pair· Men's
for |4 00.
and
and
breath, and the discharge of
24 Pairs Men's Calf Blucher, Calf lined, heavy soles, tegular $5 00 grade
cruets in the nose will cease.
worth it now, $4.00.
Then why should any catarrh sufferer
were $4 00, now 13.50.
hesitate, when F. A. Shurtlefl Λ Co. 13 Pairs Men's Kangaroo Blnoher, light sole,
bave such faith in Hyomei that they 17 Pair· Men's Patent Bale., kid lined, heavy soles, $4.00 Shoe, now 13 00.
offer to return your money if after a fair
00.
20 Pair* Patent Blucher, medium sole, regular $4.00 grade for 93
trial Hyomei does not cure catarrh.
Died.
50.
now
$2
13
50,
former
Kid
12
Pair·
Vici
price
Bale.,
A complete Hyomei outfit, including
the inhaler, costs $1.00, and extra bot- 12 Pairs Patent Bale., were 93.60, now 92 50.
In Greenwood, Jan 11, Ellen Α., wife of EdCO
now $2.00.
but
if afterwards needed, cost
30 Pairs Patent Bals., and Bluchers, a mixed lot, regular price $3.00,
ward Herrick, aged iJ rear·, 5 months, 13 days. tles,
In Brownfield, Jan. 9, Mr». Clara M., wife of cents. Hyomei also cures asthma, croup,
John Dan forth.
sore throat, coughs, colds or grip.
And for Women We Have the
In Norway, Jan. 7, Mr·. Artemiae (Chareet)
Bedard. wife of Or. Prudant Bedard, aged SO
these have always
25 Pairs Sorosis and Fitzu, a mixed lot, Polish and Blucher;
years, 7 month·, 12 days.
In
Jan. 13, Mr». Pbebe E. (Green)
Norway,
now $2 50.
been
$3
50,
Russell, widow of George W. Baisell, aged 79
now $2.00.
year·, β month·, 9 day·.
30 Pairs Button, Patent and Vici Kid Evangeline, regular price $3 00,
and the

snaffling, hawking and

mucous

Following

Β

MI-OttA
Cures Dyspepsia.

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM

18 Pairs Enamel Polish Evangeline, former price $3.00, now $2.00.
been $2.00 and
30 Pairs Kid Button and Polish; the regular price on this lot has

$2 50, now $1.50.

Your money bade if It don't Gives im- 33 Pairs Oun Metal and Patent Pumps, the $2 50 grade now $1 50.
mediate relief from heartburn, sour stem·
asThe above lines are all clean goods and good style and we have a good
ach, stomach distress and lick headache. sortment of sizes on most of them aud if you see them you will agree with us that
50 cents a large box at
they are bargains every pair.

ClcaoMt aod bcaatlfm th· hair,
luxuriant growth.
promut·*
Never Fail· to Hcttore Qmy
Hair to it· Toothful Color.
Can* seal ρ dim·*· a hair (aUlaa.

NOTICE.

F. A. SHURTLEFF 4 CO.'S.

My wife, Lulu M. Mclntlre. having left

my
bed and board, I hereby forbid anv and all persons from trusting her on my account for I snail
not pay any bills of her contracting.
Dix field, Jan. 8,1S09.

ECZEMA curio

PURIFINA

by

ANY Druggist CAN supply you. Sc. eiie Free.
What BETTER Proof?
rUMVMA, Nw Vwfc 0%.

ADELBEBT D. McINTlRE.

A Cash Sale

Please do not forget that you can save money if you
also find what you want and get fitted.

Thursday Ε.
6.15.

Penley & Plummer's,

table red-letter day in the affaire of men.
as that, and you would not feel like South Paris and one from Norway.
The lessmi will uot be lost on succeed- map
A very happy party was given to
out back of the barn and kickdipping
to
us
to
ing generations. It is "up
black and bine. Too bad Emma Abbott, who for some years hai
yourself
ing
I
ball
the
set
make good!" Gentlemen,
that the original owner should be jewed clerked for Smiley's dry goods store, al
rolling.
>ut of his own in that manner. How· Beat's Hotel by Mr. and Mrs. J. A,
G. W. F. Hill.
Refresh)ver, it is the world's way of doing Woodman Friday evening.
Cheese 16c. per pound.
Oil 65c.
:hings. It is imputed as shrewdness— ments were served, whist played and ι 6
Dedication of Masonic Hall.
by tbos( 2 cans Salmon 25c.
lot righteousness. It ie business. Over- right good time enjoyed
2
lbs. A. & H. Brand Soda 10c.
The new hall of Bethel Lodge, No. 97,
;
reaching is business. Cheating is busi- present.
P. and Λ. M., at Bethel, was dedicated
3 lbs. Cream Corn Starch 26c.
The officers of Mt. Hope Rebekah 2 ounces Nutmeg 6c.
» likewise is "riddling" the iniess.
S
The building in which was
on Tuesday.
wards, and dirty business at the best, Lodge, No. 5S, I. 0. 0. F., were elected Our 60c. Tea at 40c.
1 peck Onions 26c.
the old hall of Bethel Lodge was burned
,
rhe square deal is not so "catching" as as follows, viz.:
about two years ago. and since that time
Bibbon Raisins 10c.
Blue
immune
lb.
Common Crackers 7c. per
anyX. 0.—Bertha Evlrs.
t might be, and many are
the lodge has held its meetings in Odd
Sec-Eva M. Kimball.
low.
β
lbs.
6c.
Dates
Treas.—Gertrude Llbby.
Pop Corn 26c.
per
Pellows' Hall.
War.—Thlrza Lovejoy.
The building in which is the new hall
tne
(or
Steven'.
not
been
it
Con.—Addle
Had
gimiei-eyen
South Paris.
Grand Trunk
<
D- S. Hastings, an old
w?ie erected by
h-p.—Margaret Llbby.
'Sun" we should have been slow to
II. S. N G.—Eleanor» Keene.
member of the lodge and a well known
Distrust that the governor's address is
I,. 8. K. G .—Maggie Llbby.
business man of Bethel. The building lot a
Mann.
good one. And, even now we fail I. G.—Katherine
committee cousisted of D. G. Lovejoy,
O. G.—Grace Blckford.
We still
ο catch up with the Sun.
The
Ε. II. Young and H. C. Kowe.
his
of
address
hink it equal to any
Major Bial F. Bradbury is a membei
building is three stories in height, and
It was claimed by the! of the committee having in charge the
Hoor is occupied by the Masonic predecessor*.when the
third
the
in
was
the
with
campaign
A Little Old·Fashioned Weather.
Donald S. Briggs. who went
opposition
drafting of tbe new military laws for the
Hall aud ante-rooms.
full blast that he didn't know enough to National Guard of tbe state of Maine.
family of Harry B. stone to their home
Our "nico winter," of which every one
As is always the case with Masonic
not
is
evidence
the
iu
As
arrived
M
a
yet
E. R. Berry, for some time foreman ol
in Denver about
governor.
year ago,
has spoken in terms of high commenda- halls, the dedication ceremonies were in
'orthcoming.
the dowel department at C. B. Cum
South Parie Friday.
tion, took a turn Sunday into the style charge of the Grand Lodge of Maine
What are your conclusions in regard mings, & Sons' mill,
has accepted s
It began Grand Master Edmund B. Mallett of
On account of the annual stock taking traditional for New England.
the president and
<o the position of
ρ .sltion at West Bethel with J. L
of
I
men I some time before daylight Suuday mornGrant
the
M.
P.
Marshal
Grand
Co.,
Manufacturing
the
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recommend

it with

It is

pleasant

to take and

cough

that is curable.

our

Cough Syrup.

Pine Tree

S. Β. & Z. S. PRINCE,

gives quick relief.

It is

good

for older

money refunded.

guaranteed
£25 Cents per Bottle.
Satisfaction

folks also.

or

AT THE PHARMACY Ov

F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.,

ABBOTT BLOCK, NORWAY, MAINE.

Greatly Reduced Prices.

F.

CO.

Harvard Cough Balsam.

bargains.

H A Τ S

SUUBTLEFF A

Your

Saturday.

Feb'y,

A.

DON'T

33rd,

glad

at

perfection of finish,
good points expected.
grades of worsteds and

fit and

style,

have all the
includes all

Marked Down

!

at

Opera House Block, NORWAY, MAINE.

pound.

!

your footwear of u?,

N. SWETT SHOE CO.,

gallons

Saturday,

buy

The

evenings, closes other nights

Our Store is open Mouday aud Saturday
We have extra help Saturday evening.

ON THE FOLLOWING GOODS:

Opp.

goods.

All new

We also have a good stock of Women'* Tan Oxfords.
$3.150 grade is $2 50 and the $2 50 grade is $2.00.

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.
F.

*

A.

eiU'IlTT.EFF

A

CO.

Trunks, Bags, Suit Cases.

LADIES' and CHILDREN'S
Underwear and Hosiery.
Miss S. M. Wheeler,

When in need of a Trunk, Bag or Suit Case,
you should see my line and get my prices before you buy. I have a large line of each and
my prices are always as low as the lowest.

JAMES N. FAVOR,

SQlfARE,

OX Main

St.,

T^Torwnv.

Maine.

■

Furniture Auction Sale
still goes on, with crowds

give particular

You Select the Goods.
It's the

simplest

large

Company,

Paris Trust

South Paris, Maine.
Square.
Pythian Block,

Compare
Prices

I

Opportunity of

Oren

Portland,

STORES,

BLUE

Compare
Values

Compare
Styles

We Are Launching Our Annual
Winter Clearance Sale of Suits,

—

Overcoats, Pur Coats, earlier,

than usual this Year.

following

waiting

Lw

^
'è

I

^

j

You Name the Price.
a

Lifetime.

huge $100,000.00 stock of fine home, hotel, and office furnishings is thrown open to you. Come and buy at your own figrailroad fare one way will be allowed if your purchase
amounts
$25.00. An unequalled opportunity for hotel and
boarding house keepers.
This

posit

I

increasing daily.

profits.

prices

positive

buy,

It's

Money Saved

Buy of Us Now.

F. H. NOYES CO.
I

Hooper's Sons,
-

·

-

Maine.

CONSIDERATIONS.
There

things to be considered
in selecting your Bank.

are

FIRST.

several

Strength—Financial strength.
The

SECOND.

care

with which the bank

is

managed.
The courtesy and spirit of accommodation displayed by the officers and em-

THIRD.

ployees.

FOURTH.
To those
services

wishing

as an

The ability of the Bank to properly
and promptly handle all your business.
desirable banking relations,

we

offer

our

old established, permanent, conservative and
courteous treatment and
Bank,

accommodating

promising

careful attention to all business intrusted to

our

care..

THE NORWAY NATIONAL BANK
of

Norway,

Maine.

M

GET RID OF.THAT COLD

Don't wait until it develops into Bronchitis or Consumption.
it is fresh. What you need is a good dose of the true

Stop

it

now

The Ρuzzler

while

"L F." ATWOOiyS BITTERS

We have

hand

now on

A

of

supply

a

reasonable

be

promptly

goods.
promptly

All orders will bing

prices.

attended

certain meed o( fame.
,Yet (or It you my second do,
Λ fact supremely true.
My third a natural monarch stands
Admired In all lands.
My last, a number or a verb,
I'm sure each day you've heard.
To be my whole would ne'er befall
The man to whom his country's all.

You've sained

Lot

Tou may

H·. M. Longley,
of our Corned Beef
Maine.
It
Norway,
and Home Cured Ham.

Try

can

some

Let

not be beat for flavor.

us

that

Penley & Plummer,
Opp. Grand

Trunk

have the facilities for

A

made in

been

has

Which is

Drug

now on

sale at the

Store of this town.

a

Xnd it may be

fabric,

coarse or

My first the little ones at school do learn
When teacher calls them each in turn.
bird with feathers of

a

blue,

Such positive proof has been shown Though mixed with colors of another hue.
us of the merits of BLOODINE that we
My third Is money of small count.
ask anyone who has the least doubt But if properly cared for makes a fair
amount.
our
it
on
to
perabout this remedy
try
sonal guarantee. If you have no appe- My whole is so near as to almost touch
you.
tite, a lame back, pain in the kidneys,
Though it may not be always right In
mucus in the urine, cloudy urine, brick
view.
—Youth's Companion.
dust deposits in urine, frequent urinating, (bed wetting) in children, scanty
No. 365.—What Word Is This?
urine or any Kidney, Liver, Bladder or
Blood disease and if BLOODIXE does
V
I
not help you, we do not want your

handling

GRAIN
cheaper than any other mill in town.
Call and get my prices and convince

your self.
I am agent for SUCRENE Dairy
Feed and SCHUMACHER Stock

it to you
Feed. I call your attention to these money for it and will return
for the asking.
two feeds as they have stood the test
Could we be fairer?
and cannot be surpassed.
I have a car of Cotton Seed Meal Hemorrhage of the Bladder

that is odd weight, so am
the price low to cut it off.
Be

Hay

sure

before

prices

and get my

buying.

of

A. C. Maxim,

I

τρίτιο

rri

South Paris.
We8t paris

i

Mills.

Two

sending

Will be at his

Norway

office

10

cents

in

silver

to pay postage.
Address The Bloodine

stamps

Co.,

F. Ridlon's grocery store, Main St.,

pronoun.

ΙΟ A.M.

to

Rumford, Friday, Jan.
Eyes examined free and all Glasses
warranted satisfactory.
At Home Office, 31 Lisbon St.,
Lewiston, every day except Fridays.
Sth.

A true

1909.

copy—Attest
ALBERT D. PARK, Register.

The A. C.
A well established business.
Jones Machine and Plumbing Business, situated
on Main Street, South Paris, Maine.

A

ENTIRE EQUIPMENT.

Pipe, Fittings,
A good stock of Machine Screws, Bolts, Nuts. Etc.
Valves and Plumbing Suppl es. Electric Power and Light. City Water.
All in running order and doing a good business in general repairing ol
machine work and plumbing. Address,

fifty rings of richest gold.
The dearest rings that one can hold.
Each ring fits on a lady's finger.
Her hard among them lovee to linger.
What are these fifty rings so rare?
Just tousled locks of baby's hair.
Full

W. S. Jones, Executor of A. C. Jones Estate,

The New-York
Tri-Weekly Tribune

AS

Key to the Puzzler.
Ne. 356.—Central Acrostic:

A

DAILY
PAPER.

buy

Square pianos

other musical merchandise.
a

good

PLSASSS

Keep

When in want of

I)

anything

Linseed Oil,
Floor Dressing,
Varnishes,
Floor Finish,
Turpentine,
Brushes
Liquid Filler,
Wagon Paints,
Oar paints include Impervious, Heath * Milligan, and Sherwin-Williams.
Floor Paints,

House Paints,
Barn Paints,
Roof Paints,

Paroid

Roofing—The

beat of all roofings.

THE TIME TESTED KIND.

Don'

try imitation·.
and Window Screens—We make to order.
Door*
Screes

Regular size·

of doors in atock.

We sell wire screen

WheelbaiTOWt—We

,
>

WE SELL

Doors, Windows, Frames, Builders' Finish, Glass, Putty, Nails
Builders' Hardware, Sheathing Paper,

The kind that laata
Have your veranda screened in

cloth, spring hinges, Ac.

have a few first class wheelbarrows.

Call and

see

them.

Β

Clothing:

never

It is

strongly

advised

to

dress the child with wool clothes

Β

L

C

A

«-

M

>

AUTHOR'S STATE
MENT.
For several yean I was afflicted witl ,
kidney trouble and last winter I was sud
denly stricken with a severe pain in mi
kidneys and was confined to bed eigh
days unable to get up without assistance
My urine contained a thiok white sedi
ment and I passed same frequently dai
and night. I commenced taking Foley'i
Kidney Remedy, and the pain gradually
abated and finally ceased and my urin<
I cheerfully recom
became normal.
A RELIGIOUS

not to do

something
"Ought
preservation of our forests?"
answered Sena
use?"
the
what's
"Oh,
"Trees can'
tor Sorghum impatiently.

for the

mori

vote."

You would not delay taking Foley'i
at the first sign of kid
ney or bladder trouble if you realizec
that neglect might result in Bright's die

Kidney Remedy

ease

or

diabetes.

Shurtleff Λ Co.

"Doea your husband ever awear?"
"I don't know. I have never accom<
panled him over the golf coarse."

lauu
gie fault
If you can find a single
with it after a fair trial,
iur
dealer will refund your

a

GOODYEAR

isai&KsΆ
KOn.d„

Fred

Glove Rubbers

»id™Thf'°£è

yood

Best
WINTER DHE88 OF JAPANESE WOMEN.

»£ «»£·

that reminds them of national wars
and military glory, bo when they play
at snowballing they divide themselves
into two armies, each of which has a
captain, and the captain carries a flag.
The teacher Is often the boys' umpire.
When a boy 1» hit with u snowball he

γ«·1Κϊτ3"4
now*
«·■"£f?UJSed
an^e^

ίΓηο.»ί..ο 2*

the nutritious principles necessary tc
nourish the system. Good teeth, so that
Clean mouth to preone can masticate.
Clean bodies, exerolse,
veut infection.
fresh air and plenty of God's sunshine,
—Ex.

.Wrinkles.

to bang rolling pin, mashers, and such articles by,
make a wire loop, which always is clean
and easy to handle.
Instead of

victory.

Skating and tobogganlug

j
I

using striDga

Κ
ï?te« vô5

have been

the same day as
day in Japan is
All the grounds
called Shogatsu.
aronud the cities and towns at this
with men and
season are covered

1872 has

El,'J.Cream

Mailed by Ely Bro.
New York.

Majestic

disappointed,

a

we

eaved

bj

Foley'· Honey and Tar, for coughs cold·,

croop and

whoopleg.»

>·„£«

drèn ïï VcMntnlM ■·."JJjJJ
°ρ5«"
bottle lo the bon.. Rein» ■«»·>'tu tes. F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.

a

of famous Japanese heroes

and generals.
The kite flying competitions are,
however, the most interesting feature
of this favorite sport. Great big kites
six feet square are used for the contests. Some of these great kites have
a whalebone whistle attached, which
shrieks like mad when the string is

wm

■hiiiing.

J

one

Also Window & Door Frames,

Matched I'lnc Sheathing

forever hold his peace.
Tommy—I kin, mister.

aunty's only twenty-five,
forty.

E.

He think1!
she's
and

gently between the hands

If you will take Foley's Orino Laxative
until the bowels become regular yon will
not have to take purgatives constantly,
Laxative positively
as Foley's Orino
cures cbronio constipation and sluggish
liver. Pleasant to take. F. A. Shurtlefl
Λ Co.

out of twenty.

V

Tourist—Now that yon know

me,
chief, and since the Indians name peocall
shonld
what
yon
ple appropriately,
me?
Chief Iron Jaw—Indian he no got onsi

First of all, cut a

2

word.

When Bloodine Rheumatic Liniment
has cured so many oases of Rheumatism,
why do you suffer with this terrible
affliction? It relieve· all pain instantly.
25c. and 50o. a bottle.

W.

CHANDLER,
Maine

Suitor—Your daughter, air—well,

that is—she told me to oome to

er—

yon—she

county, wife of Joseph Malenfant, respectful!]
represents: That ner maiden name w<i
Oeortrlna Slmoneau; that she was lawfully
married to the aaid Joseph Malenfant a
Lewleton, In the county of Androscoggin ant
State of Maine, on the twelfth day of November
A. D. 1900; that Ihey lived together as husbam
and wife at said Lewlston and at Rumford Falli
and at Ruckfleld. In said county of Oxford
from the time of their said marriage till abou
the flrst day o< November, A. D. 1907; that youi
libellant has always conducted herself towan
her said husband as a faithful, true and affec
Uonate wife, but that the said Joseph Malenfant
unmindful of his marriage vows and duty ha
been guilty of cruel and abusive treatment an<
of extreme cruelty towards vour libelant, an<
has contracted gros· and confirmed habits of In
toxlcatton from the use of Intoxicating liquors
that on or about the flrst day of November, A
D. 1907, the said Joseph Malenfant utterly de
serted your libelant without cause and went V
parts unknown to her, since which time she hai
never seen or heard from him or received anj
support from him ; that his residence Is unknowi
to your libelant and cannot be ascertained b]
reasonable diligence; that there U no collusloi
between your libelant and the said Josepl
Malenfant to obtain a divorce.
Wherefore your libelant prays that a dlvora
from the bonds of matrlmonv may be decreet
between herself and her sala husband and tba
ber name may be changed to Georglna 81m
oneau.
OEOBGINA S. MALENFANT.

Subscribed and sworn to before
twenty fourth day

oM^ecember^A^

Justice of the

me

thli

Peace.

State op Maine.

(seal)
Co υ ntt of Oxford, es :
Supreme Judicial Court, in Vacation, j
December 86, A. D. 190β. |
Upon the Foregoing Libel, ORDERED
That the Libelant give notice to the said Josepl
Malenfant, Llbellee, to appear before the Justic·
of our Supreme Judicial Court, to be bolden a
Paris, wltnln and for the County of Oxford, oi
the second Tuesday of Mar., A. D. 1909, by pub
llsblng an attested copy of said Hbel, and tbli
order thereon, three weeks successively in tb<
Oxford Democrat, a newspaper prlntedln Paris
in our County of Oxford, the last publication t<
be SO daya at least prior to said second Tuesdaj
of March, 1909, thai he may there and then li
our said Court appear and ahow cause, If an:
be have, why the prayer of said Libelant aboulc

four|

(

U^flht

ou

flou
21 no
« (·)
3 60

223
2υθ

8 73
β 0>)

And It Is hereby ordered that the tax as**·*- !
V. Λ
against Chas. Chase, Preston F. Austin,
Lovejoy, Henry w. Dunn, Andrew Abbott,I
C. A. Burgess, Mrs. Charles P. Bartlett an

Letter "C" tor tbe purpooe of
Brook road, so railed,
township, and also the "Carry
lying so
called, wblcn Ilea In aald t- * ·:.
Road",
the sum of four hundred and ninety dollar* an t

assessed

la

as

follow· :

i

i

S

ζ

>

h

$490 23

the law

Dairy

The

Filter

and

Ν

Subtle

Strainer

same

and Is

directs.

required

to give bond

a*

Fryeburg Academy Grant, for the purpo»<
repairing the only County road therei n,
the sum of thirty-eight dollars and eighty-seven

ON

Is one of the greatest Sanitary inventions of the age.
No farmer should be with-

of

cents Is aasessea

as

follows :

We have arrang-

out one.

ed with

♦

W. WALKER & SON

A.

requires.

"C" Surplu*, for the purpose of repairing
v,1 so much of the County road leading from
Andover to Upton aa lies In said Surplus, the
sum of fifty dollars la aseeseed a» follow»:
n.ne
Upon the entire tract, euopoeed to contain
of
thousand, three hundreu acres, exclusive
of
lots, and owned one-third by T. L. CoeA nn
David
Plngrw.
and
two-thirds
by
angor,
Maria Wheatland and Anna P. Peabody,
Burt Dunn,
the sum of fifty dollars; and
aforesaid, is appointed Agent to expend the
tue law

0

to sell our goods in the
towns of Paris, Norway,

Oxford and Hebron, who
will be pleased to show
_

The
them at any time.
shape and construction of
these filters is such that they
can be used on a
pail, jug

Read what
or any vessel.
the Press says of this wonderful invention.

M'f'g Co.,

Willard

Lewiston, Haine.

60 YEARS'
EXPERIENCE

Justice of the Supreme Jmli
To the
clal Court next to be held at Paris wlthti
and for the county of Oxford on the secom
Tuesday of March. A. D. 1909
Georglna S. Malenfant of Sumner, In sal<

not be granted.
letter Τ out of a piece of stout paper
HENRY C. PEABODY,
Justice of the 8up. Jud. Court.
thin cardboard, then cut into
A true copy of the libel and order of coun
dotted
lines.
as
shown
the
by
pieces,
thereon.
Now shuffle these pieces and band
Attest: CHARLES F. WHITMAN, Clerk
them over to a friend, asking him to
NOTICE.
put them together so as to form the
In the District Court oi the United States for thi
letter T. You will be astonished to find
District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
how few people can do It In less than In the matter of
)
In Bankruptcy,
EZRA C. STAPLES,
minutes.
ten
of Peru, Bankrupt. )
To the creditors of Ezra C. Staples, In th<
County of Oxford and district aforesaid :
TtM In aw.
Notice la hereby given that on the 90th day oi
the hllla war· brown aad Dee., A. D. 1906, the said Ezra C. Staple· wai
duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the firs
meeting of hla creditor* will be held at thi
tma had not a teat to wear,
offloe of the Referee, No. 8 Market Square, Soutt
new tha whole wide aky la blue
Pari·, on the *Kh day of Jan., A. D. 1909, ai
all tha world aaama made anaw.
10 o'clock In the forenoon, at which time Um
Bach hilltop has a flecmlnr crown
•aid creditor· may attend, prove their claim·
AaA iTtry tree a apancted gown.
appoint à trustee, examine the bankrupt, anc
transact each other bualness m may pro perl]
t wonder who oame down laat alcht
Aaé dreaead tha world In blna aad come before said meeting.
Somth Pari·, Jan. 3,1909.
white?
WALTER L. GRAY,
—TeutVe Oerrypaaton
Referee la Bankruptcy.
or

save yonsoft pieces of old muslin and keei
Pater—Quite so—I understand. Let's
handy to tie around the oelery, as wel see, are
you Mr. Bronson or Mr. Wibbles?
as "bay" leaves, for flavoring soups
Suitor—Why, I'm Mr. Hotohkiasl
They are better than oelery salt. Whei
lining pie Uns with pastry, trim thi
There is no case on reoord of a cough
margin with your shears; also cut open
cold or la grippe developing into pneuinga in the top orust to let ateam escape monia after
Foley's Honey and Tar bas
Cut your "leftovers" of meat for meai
taken, as it cure· the most obstipie in strips or cubes; yonr "croutons' been
and oolds. Why
from bread slices also cut with thesi nate deep seated coughs
take anything else. F. A. Shurtlefl A
same shears, thus saving many a fingei
from a out with a sharp knife whet Co.
hastily used.
Small boy (who has been watehing
in the hoi amateur gunner's failure· for an hoar or
even
Meat will keep,
weather, for many daya if it la hung in ι more)—Say, mister.
current of air ana covered with muslin,
Sportsman—Well, what is it, boy?
"Gimme a nickel an* a start m far aa
which has been wrung ont of vinegar,
the fenoe, an' you kin hare one at m·,"
I This should b· renewed sfsry day.
or

sons

β

200
700
200
120

It Is hereby ordered that the tax asseuM
U·
against the Union Water Power Co·,In($129.30)
said town
expended on the Black Brook Road
Surplu·
ship, and Burt Dunn of Andover North
Is appointed Agent to expend the same and I·
required to give bond.
The tax assessed against Coe et ale, ($360.73} to
lie expended on the Carry Road In said town
Is
ship, and Aloert Jenne of Roxbury bond *1κ
pointed Agent, and Is required to give

It
SIMPLE REMEDY FOR LA GRIPPE. ride the bicycle, and they enjoy
8β.:
much. They ulso play a pretty OXFORD,
la
coughs that may de- very
Honorable

proper treatment for a

200

200 $7000 $12^ JO
ings,
T. L.Coe, one-third, David Pingree, Ann Maria Wheatland
and Anna P. Peabody. twothirds of remainder of said
township except public lots, 19300 19600 30j 7J

•TATE OF MAINE.

Racking grippe
which 1h like battledoor
velop into pneumonia over night are outdoor game
quickly cured by Foley's Honey and Tar. and shuttlecock. Girls play this game
The sore and inflamed lungs are healed especially about New Year's times.
and strengthened, and a dangerous conOne of the pleasant customs of the
the appearance of the fruit. A new dition Is quickly averted.
Take only
ought to be adopted In our
knife especially designed for this pur Foley's Honey and Tar in the yellow Japanese
Every year they have a specountry.
has
a
shown.
It
is
long
<fe
being
pose
paokage. F. A. Shnrtleff Co.
cial holiday for buys and another for
insert
is
This
blade
thin
blade.
curved,
and girls. The girls' day comes first, In
First Little Girl—Your papa
ed into the heart of the grape fruit, anc
They March, and Is called the dulls' festiwith a skillful twist the superfluous pan mamma are not real parents.
can be removed without damaging thi
adopted you.
val. The boys' day Is In May and Is
Second Little Girl—Well, that makes tailed the
contour of the fruit.
llag festival.
it all the more satisfactory. My parents
A delicate perfpme will be given t(
take
had
to
me
and
out,
yonrs
picked
Conundrums.
linen by putting a lump of orris into thi you just as you came.
Thi
on
boiler
What is It that a gentleman has not,
washing days.
Beer drinkers and others who snffei never can have and yet give to a lady?
delicious fragrance thus given will las'
with Bright's Disase, Diabetes, Back Λ husband.
even after ironing, but will at no timi
be penetrating enough to be disagree Ache, or any Kidney or Bladder Trouble
When Is a theatrical manager Ilk·
able. Another and even more lasting can be cured if they will take Bloodine
When he discovers a
an astronomer?
s
cents
50
in
Tablets.
bean
thi
and
a
Blood
is
to
method
Kidney
Tokay
put
drawer in which the linen is laid. Thii box, mailed by The Bloodine Co., Inc., new star.
Why are some girls like old muskets?
perfume in large quantities is overpow Boston, Mass.
Because they use a lot of powder.
ering, but one bean will give just th<
right odor. It usually requires warmtl
"Willy, is it right" to say, 'My sistei
to bring out the perfume.
has came to school?'
A Simple Puzzle.
"No, miss."
The manner of washing or cleaning
/
Below Is α simple little pilizle which
"Why not?"
Thi
eilk skirts is quite a problem.
"Because your sister has went home." Is guaranteed to mystify nineteen per-

f

373
11 S3
300
and lot on Sawyer Brook,
E.
International 1'aper Co
13 0u
300
400
i
43
lots
46,
Plummer
43, 44,
International Paper Co., lots
Marston
and
40,41,42,47,48,
800
1000 30 00
lot,
International Paper Co., re
malnder of township except
9900 12373 371 24
public lots,

5

for Sale.

West Sumner
"ΤΗ· WINTER WALK."

î

s

Union Water Power Co, of
Lewlston, dam, lot and build-

Planing, Sawing and Job Work

present can show

il-

Chase, R. L. Morton
300 $1200 $-V >1
homestead,
id)
300
Preston F. Austin, homestead, 200
900
300
200
II. A. Lovejoy, homestead,
Chaa. Chaae, standing timber

Chaa.

twenty-five cents

If in want of any kind of Finish for 'InsMc o:
Outside work, send In yoar orders. Pine Luna
ber and Shingles on hand Cheap for Cash.

why this couple should not become
wife, let him speak now or

cause
man and

CH4IVPLER,

I will furnish DOORS and WINDOWS of a»]
Size or Style at reasonable price·.

permanently care you. 50o.
ed by The Bloodine Co., Inc., Boston,
Mass.

5

£

ϊ
Ι
ia

Township Black
the
ONrepairing
In said

NORWAY, MAINE.

you.

Builders' Finish I

box mall·

ON

s law directs. And the balance of said ui
assessed against tbe International Paper Combe expended upon
pany, amounting to $103.68
the Black Brook road, and Burt Dunn, afore
said, 1· appointed agent to expend the same,
and la required to give bond aa tbe law direct*

Parie.

The only true way to cure Rheumatism
is to get at it from the inside with Uric·
0. It acta with marvelous swiftness
upon the muscles, kidneys and blood.
Cleans out the sand-like deposits in the

Ε. W.

Are yon tortured to death dally with
Eczema? Why Buffer when Bloodine
Ointment will give you instant relief and

Minister—If any

Optician.

Urlc-0 Treatment Expels the
ΡοΙλοπ from the Blood.

come

•77 SO
And Henry W. Dunn of Andover North Surex
the
plus Is appointed Agent to superintend
to law and 1c
pendlture of the same asaccording
directs.
law
tbe
required to give bond
Andover North Surplus, for the purpose of
repairing so much of the County way lead
ing from Andover Corner to Upton u Ilea wltbla
•aid Surplus, and also so much of tbe Black
Brook road, so called, as Ilea within said 8ur
tbe sum of five hundred and thirty-six do
plus,
tare and eighty-four centa Is assessed m follow·

$ 316 M

Poisoning.

The

a

Frothingham, MPricmiiOMoi^ Knd

muscles, forces the kidneys to perform
those duties for which they were designed and neutralizes the acid within
the blood.
Uric-O is a liquid taken internally, 3
times daily, and does not contain an;
suddenly Jerked.
fond
of
are
walking morphine, opium or other so-called
Japanese boys
Sciatica, Muscular,
on stilts in winter to keep them out of "pain deadners."
and Articular Rheuroa·
the cold and snow, and they are more Inflammatory
tism all yield readily to Uric-O.
expert nt this exercise than any other
It sells for 75c. and 11.00 the bottle oi
feet
often
three
stilts
are
Their
boys.
free bj
you can obtain a trial bottle
bamboo.
made
of
are
high and
to The Smith Drug Co., 22C
writing
had
Little Japanese girls have not
Smith Bldg., Syracuse, Ν. Y.
much outdoor winter fun till recent
years, but now they are beginning to

"De 'po child died fum eatln' too
maob watabmillion."
"Huh! Dar ain't no sich-ur thing as
too much watabmillion."
"Well, den, dar wasn't enough boy."

a

Jeweler and Graduate

The Heart Can't Stand
Rheumatic Acid

on

s

Henry Abbott, George E. Smith, and Ε. I. Browr.,
together with $312.3(1 of the taxes of theIn Interns
all to
tlonal Paper Company, amounting
$433.16, be expended upon the road leadln*
Ar
of
Dunn
Burt
from Andover to Upton, and
dover North Surplus I· appointed Agent to ex·
i
bon
··
to
is
the same, and
give
required

South

New Year's

portraits

M·

Man7mti71weTiïâvô been

HILLS,

Those sharp, shooting pains through
the chest aroand the region of the heart
mean that poisonous uric and rheumatic
acid are there ready to spring and grip
tightly the muscles controlling the
Don't neglect these
made of thin paper stretched over a heart's action.
You must neutralize and
bamboo frame. They are beautifully warnings.
drive these dangerous poisons from the
painted and decorated, often with hisor sooner or later they will overtorical aud battle scenes and with the system,

V*T'™ûSlJyhu "ohaSie

j 8en my chance for

—

and the air is full of kites. Some
They
of these are simply immense.
are often five feet long, and they pull
so hard lu a high wind that it; takes
two men to hold them. The kites are

50 Warren Street,

lad, that every Brltleh.boy

W. 0.

ι

ι

on same,
tobacco in any form and be clean in
Henry W. Dunn, old S. Larned
loo
A fine place for such a homestead,
200
Henry W. Dunn, homeatead,
one to fit himself for a high position
A ndrew A bbott, lots No. 22423, 16»
96
at C. A. Burgess, lot No. 30,
Apply by letter only, referring to to
Mrs. Charles P. Bartlett and
Henrv Abbott, lots No. 31&32, 180
least two responsible parties as
16ο
George E. Smith, timber lot,
character.
Ε. I.Brown, John Small farm

Address 14Dry Goods,"
Care of Oxford Democrat,
South Paris, Maine.

Rubbers made.

ι

Henry W. Dunn, part of home100 I 123 $ I 23
stead,
ι 23
lt3
C. A. Andrews, Boobler lots, 100
The International Paper Co.,
*300
V)
«200
T5
balance of township,

Man Wanted

boys,

nor bo.

Balm

come

AND

ON

all habits.

Best Wearing

also fa-

vorite amusements among Japanese
boys wherever there is snow enough.
The Japanese, however, both men
and boys, get most fun out of kite flylng, which may be perhaps called the
national winter sport. They begin it
about New Year's day, which since
ours.

jw.

eSer*

are

—

Pitting

ΠΛΗΚ County Commissioners for the County
I of Oxford, in Uie montb of September, A. 1).
1908, M provided by tow, mad· actual Inspection
of (be County road· duly located and open tor
travel lying la unincorporated townsbius itul
tracta of land hereinafter mentioned In uu
County, for tbe porpoM of aaeeruinlng tu con.
ditlon of aald road· and estimating tbe amount
needed to put tbe Mme In repair ao u to be ufe
and convenient for public travel; and It appearIna on Mid inspection that said road· werj not
in rood repair and not Mfe and convenient for
purposes of pubUc travel and that a tax should
be iiifiir1 on Mid land· for tbe repair of said
roada therein; ther do therefore on ibe Άtb day
of December, A. D. 190e, adjudge and order that
the following anoi be aaaeeaed and tbe same are
hereby Maeaaed upon the following land* la an.
land here,
Incorporated townships and tracta of
matter mentioned, for tbe purpoae of repairing
tbe year
them
throtuch
during
tbe roada paaalng
1909, to wit :
Andover West Surplu, for the purpos* 0f
County roeil lead.
repairing that part of the
A naover Corner to Upton which lies
from
Ιηκ
of
Mventy -seven dollar*
in «aid 8urplus the sum
and fifty centa la aaeeaaed m follow· :

your^p

Young

^ïïlven -°*V1Tn.b°,o'· S?S55

The mouth has all the requirements
for the cultivation and growth of germs.
Unclean mouths and decayed teeth are
,
the
ideal places for
generation of
tuberculosis, syphilis and many other infectious diseases.
Modern medicine now holds that the
of disease is of more im- know

skirt is to rub i
in lukewarn
water, in which white or castile soaj
has been dissolved. Squeeze the watei
out with moderate pressure and rinse ii
tepid water. It is a good idea to add t<
the rinsing water a few drops of coloring
matter the color of the skirt. This col
oring can be obtained of a druggist, anc
as washing always robs silk of somi
amount of its brightness, this additioi
mend Foley's Kidney Remedy. F. A
will be appreciated. Iron when damp
Shurtleff & Co.
first placing a thin pieoe of muslin ovei
"You needn't tell me, Mr. Forson, tha ; the silk.
tennis isn't good exercise. It makes th<
Hang on a convenient nail in yom
young man so strong in the arms that- kitchen a pair of sharp, medium-sizec
that one can hardly breathe."
shears, and with them trim the rinc
from slices of bacon, clipping the edgei
Do yoo have that dark brown taste ii as
they fry, to prevent curling. Trim
vour mouth every morning when yot
the edges of your steak before cooking
awake? If so, you are bilious and shoulc and cut out the
bones, especially thi
take two or three of those little Bloodim
with marrow enclosed. All thesi
rings
sicken
never
Liver Pills. Easy to take,
Cut off thi
can be utilized in soups.
weaken or gripe. 25 cents, mailed b] green tops of celery and dry in tbi
Mass.
Bloodine
The
Co., Ino., Boston,
oven.
Cnt small squares of cheeseclott
we

hour at the mills, its uniform quality is guaranteed.

Ν. D. Bolster & Co.

l^SSKïSSiSlîffi

tuberculoeis.

If new tinware is rubbed all over with
fresh lard, then thoroughly heated be
fore use it will never rust. If the bot
torn of new tinware is rubbed over witb

Foley's Kidnej
th< 1 Remedy correota irregularities and ourei
Τ ltphonee and Electrical Supplie·—We sell "Colombia Ignition Batterie·"
all kidney and bladder disorders. F. A
beat for automobiles and telephones.

S. P. MAXIM & SON,

All tubercular individuals

White paint should be cleaned with
water, using a little whiting on
the cloth, then rinsing with clear water,

Υ

yours, the druggist will
refund the money.
cure

Tested every half

WilliamTell

Domo£8mKh«.
s 'iJ.'"SS- «»■„.£ 0JT.

warm

It G
Words: Dam, sag. car. mad.
No. 363.—Fall of the year.

in oar ilnes give us a call.

WK CAN SAVE YOU MONEY.

W

Ο

S

Maine,

MIN13!

R

Κ

Madagascar.

W. J. Wheeler,

in

8

gar.
No. 361.—What states? 1. Ida-ho (β)
2. Iowa (I owe 'er).
No. 362.—Numerical Puzzle:

trade in musical instruments.

South Parle.

Τ

Β

emerge.
No. 360.—Found in a Grocery Store
Coffee, starch, matches, potatoes, vine

$15, $35, $35. Stools, Chairs ant
Here ii ι
for catalog of playerpianos.

Billing» BlOOL·.,

Λ

facet; do, doe; case, cease; nap. neap;
met, meet; us, use; tlii, tine; pat, pate;
t>at, peat; rag, rage; bony, ebony; fau,
fane; wave, weave; trip, tripe; bacon,
beacon; fast, feast; par, pear; merge,

for

Write

Ρ
Λ

*

""fwûSSnlIecti

looking glasses or the gilt moldings
Β
Κ
A
Υ
rooms have specks of dirt upon then
Τ
A
Κ
Τ
they can be cleaned with the white of at
ATOM
egg gently rubbed on with a camel's hail
pencil.
Μ β
Α
Κ
Grape fruit has become popular sinc<
No. 359.—Added Letter Puzzle: Bard,
doctors began to recommend It as one ol
heard; can, cane; lac, lace; ban, bean;
the articles of diet conducive to longev
Dan, dean; Hud, tiend; aster, Easter;
It is a difficult task to remove the
ity.
aves, eaves; late, elate; ye, eye; fact, seeds from a
grape fruit without spoiling

Good second hand organs from $15 to $40. Nice trade for anyone
for New Year's present. Second hand pianos from $135 to $175

Nice instruments.

Κ
Κ

Run Down?
Lost Your Appetite ?
Bad Stomach ?
Bilious or Constipated ?

n'?.«T".T.rth.'X^»

lard before setting on fire the black can
No. 357.—Always with you—the let- bo rubbed off with
paper.
ter Y.
When the gilt frames of pictures 01
No. 358.—Word Square:
ol

Large Stock of New Pianos and Organs.

to

R

Β

Organs.

s

Β

CROWD

Send your order and money to The Oxford Democrat
South Paris, Maine.
Tour name and address on a postal card to THE NEWYORK TRI-WEEKLY TRIBUNE, New-York City, wil
bring you a free sample copy.

Pianos

τ

Β
Β

Both Papers One Year (or $2.25.

NEWS-

S

WORLD

is a

AS

A

C

metropolitan newspaper for busy people, almost at
good aa a daily, and your Rural Free Delivery Carriei
brings it to your door three times every week.
It is published on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays
and contains all the most important news of The Dailj
Tribune, which is a guarantee of its value.
If you live in the village or on a farm and have no<
time for a daily newspaper you may oe kept in close touct
with all important uews of the world at a very small cost
The regular f>ri ce of THE NEW YORK TRI-WEEKLY
TRIBUNE is only Î 1.50 per year, bucyou can secure it witl
Democrat,
your own favorite local newspaper, Tne Oxford

GOOD

Fifty Rings.

fmv

b^lïS'5î&«.

Turkey.
prevention
Primais, centrals nnd finals, respec- portance than its healing. Modern denta
and
a
and
state
a
name
county
tively,
istry now holds that preventing of tooth
town In that state.
decay is more important than its healing. The physician cannot do his beet
for the patient until the mouth is placed
Conundrum.
in a healthy condition. Food swallowed
What Is the difference between a
takes with it the bacteria lodged in the
baldlieaded man, the Prince of Wales, mouth, thns
preventing the recovery of
has
first
an orphan and a gorilla? The
the sick.
no heir apparent, the second is heir apRemember that the great secret of
and
good health is good food, well preparent, the third has nary parent,
pared and divided so as to contain all
the fourth has a hairy parent.

THE SHOP, LOT, MACHINERY, TOOLS, STOCK, AND

ALMOST

mountainous country of European

mPr

*TSSbSi""*
"SBWoS V

pronoun.

No. 368.—Triple Acrostic.
1. Befriended. 2. A village in Ger4.
many. 3. Want of transparency.
6. To
5. The eland
Welsh rabbit.
7.
erase or efface, as from a picture.

SALS.

FOR

personal

TRADEMARK

mn or'iAon.
Μ:

the Mid County of Oxford, on the last Tuasda?
of December, A. D. 190$, being Um 2Mb day of
Mid monib.

quantity of lung tissue and body Is that air can be made wetter,
ALWAYS THE BEST.
vitality have been destroyed. Steady
j off.
and plenty of outdoor exercise in suita$1.00 money.
50c
Snow comes usually In Japan In Jan- S5c
ble dresa, bedroom· swept by fresh air
summer, winter,
as cold as possible,
uary; then the winter sports begin.
rain or shine, are two of the most dead-blob ate eqnai » «* 0,h,r There π re the snowball fights. Japatemly enemies of tuberculosis.
nese boys are exceedingly good
a
Δ. O. LORD,
If you notice your child having
and peacenblc among themselves
pered
slight, dry cough, drooping shoulders, eternity cannot expect to
and never indulge in tbe brutal, anl15 years expert Watchhectic
the
in
the
the definite pain
chest,
mal-IIke fights in which boys of westmaker with Bigelow,
starved
a
of
are
the
in
cheek,
eigne
spot
ern races sometimes disgrace themKennard & Co., Boston.
system and the beginning of the preparabrown
but
the
In the long. selves by engaging,
tory work of the disease. The following
ta
of
everything
boys are extremely fond
is a simple method for its cure:
ANSTED * BURK COUPANT. MiBm,
All Work
»»»""■·
Bathing: Have the child bathe in
1
.««"β·"·
SprintfcM, OU·
r
Ouaranteed.
tepid, not hot, water, every morning,
bath
For Sale at Your Crocer'ê
"
using a pure soap and following
with a vigorous hand rub of all parts of
A little out of the way
the body, especially massaging the upper
the oratory
but it pays to walk.
part of the chest and throat with cold
little
a
with
this
Qrmduate.
and
One
following
water,
GEMS, WATCHES. CLOCKS
rough towel rubbing, until the body has
sut. senator Fred
AND JEWELRY.
With a little patience and
a red glow.
training of the children they will soon
With
Dr. Parmenter, Norway, Maine.
be able to do this work themselves and
to Learn the Dry Goods Business.
will regacd it as a pleasure. Adding
Must be strictly honest, neat in
stores—
ordinary sea salt—cheap at drug
not use
to the water increases the skin glow.
" ot,·,',·
appearance, energetic, must

'ΐ'ώϊΛ

All persons who have a bill against they see cause :
Albion E. Bradbury, late of Canton, dethe town of Paris in any account,
ceased; tlrst account presented for allowance by
to pre- Arthur J. Poster et al*, trustee-.
it
consider
duty
your
please
sent it at once.
ADDISON E. MERRICK,
Judge of «aid Court.
Selectmen of Paris.

January,

»d WW

0D««K

successively

NOTICE.

their feet up out of the snow.
picture of tbe winter walk is copied
from a painting by a famous Japanese
artist called Utamaro. Maybe the umbrellas are carried to keep tbe wind

Mrthqueke·

next to the skin. The effect is injurions,
as he had before he
clogging the poree and producing unfourth
and
third
first,
second,
My
Thin cotton undergarnatural heat.
8ΙΗ.Ί1 a brave man.
ments, made of double thickness on the
My whole Is a waterfowl.
back, and not the chest, are preferable.
tbe old
ain't Mary,"
The most exposed portions of a person's
most
colds
and
in
the
back,
No. 367.—Roman Numeral·.
lungs are
there. Let the outer
I am composed of five Roman numer- have their origin
be
heavy and compact for cold
clothing
als.
weather and thin and compact for hot
My first and fifth each denote a hun- weather, changing outer clothing as
"He begged my pardon·
dred.
temperature changes.
Tuberculoeis is generally produced
My second and fourth are each onefifth of my third, and the third is one- by introduction through the month and
twentleth of my first and also of my is often the result of unclean mouths.
»
Teeth left to decay, roots with running
fifth.
from now she will
so that every mouthful of thirty years
abscesses,
will
me
have
you
When you
guessed
old.
food or liquid that is swallowed is bath- ty-one years
see I am a word often used in city
ed in pus, are bound to impair the health
v«.«ai
Catarrh, an inflammation of the
government.
terminate in
of the individual and
a

To all penwnj Interested In either of the estates
hereinafter named :
At a Probate Court, at Paris, In vacation, In
anil for the County of Oxford, on the 7th day of
Jan., in the year of our Lord one thousand
matter
nln^ hun«!re<f and nine, the following
having t»een presented for the acUon thereupon
hereinafter Indicated, It Is hereby Okdkkku
That notice thereof be given to all persons Interested, by causing a copy of this order to be
In the Oxpublished three week*
ford Democrat, a newspaper published at South
Paris, In said County, that they may appear at a
Probate Court to be held at Rumfonl, on the
second Tuesday of Feb., A. D. 1909, at nine of the
clock In the forenoon, and be heard thereon If

4 P.M.

At

My first, second and third also make

PROBATE NOTICES.

Friday, Jan. 13th,

Aïtf ΚΑΪ"-»-··

him. This normal weight attained, the The Failure ol · College Ed««"®»·
Is knocked out of the game and has to
smalleet quantity of food that will enable
observed Old Men Potte,
"Well,"
No. 366.—Enigma.
so
and
quit. He is killed, they say. If one of
him to maintain it ie sufficient,
the captains has his flag captured by
I ain composed of five letters.
long as hie normal weight can be mainthe enemy, then his side has to give
My first is a consonant.
tained, the patient has nothing to fear
the
up at once. The enemy has gained
My first and second make a personal from tuberculosis.

or

Q

β

zz.

they carry paper umbrellas <
stretched upon bamboo frames In tbe So, It's nothing serious—a
midwinter. Tou notice also that In the
will fix
the good tonic-laxative
picture called "The Winter Walk"holdla
gallantly
you up.
Japanese gentleman
even
ing an umbrella over his lady,
are
upon
walking
lias cured cases of your kind
though they both
stilts to keep
queer little wooden shoe
for 57 years. If it doesn't
This
that

ajnire

P®a"®th

States. Too

any part of the United
bow tbe
■ee In one of the pictures
Japanese women wrap themselves up
is
In cold, weatber. One queer thing
as

KS5 ÏÏ^Ad"'î ïïh

Boston, Mass.

C.

m

^ΙΛ^ΙηιΓ**·
^Srenee

minutée,

the hemor-

stopped

are

"^unno,"
Jd
*3ftS..m"0^c0b«oi

feeling mnch better.
Signed, Mrs. Octavia E. Carpenter.
am

aoieooe

il

To prove the wonderful
merits of Bloodine we will mail
a large sample bottle to any one

Oculist,
over

has

it

o( ^ Λβ

,,Alr»U Sh^iwTïHoob
JJthere w<,

often oalled

idea that I
Many Americans bave an
in winter. It
warm
country
a
la
Japan
as cold
la not. Many portions of It are

thing
element·, «
"crank·" became of their discoveries,
thU eeeay
their advanced Idea· and advanoed results. Ail honor to the men and women
tire·', which woaî4
of the
who are devoting their work for the
"ïleotrlolty «d
benefit of humanity, for the free preser- same nature, the only
being
vation of health and stndying ana plan^ mile· In
ning and introducing bill· before our
législature·, ao that laws may be enacted to protect your health. I cannot
help but admire these people, and every placed in »
Inob.
a
man, woman and child should heed the
about 16
^ kQ imaginary
warning and listen to the instructions of weigh
these leaders as to how we can a ta m ρ
out this great white plagne (tuberculo- tahe It.
dally rentlne.
of

digestion.

FREE

Tenney,

Dr. Austin

good;

rhages; and I

writer
wnw

»

we

In Tapan.

show evidence of digestive derangement.
It is folly to attempt to make them do
more work in this condition than tbey
not
could in a healthy state.
the drivers grade.». of ool
„»ny
Stuffing a patient witù soua 100a m
therefore a mistake. The diet that gives
'ellow.
replied th.
the greatest amount of nourishment and
the
on
digestive
makes the least demand
for.few
organs ie the diet of choice. Raw eggs
end then wm«d
Add
meet
these
and milk
requirements.
a little water and salt to each glass of
milk. It is well if the bowel baa three
or four movements a day to get rid ot
unUl he go.
the extra amount of food ingeeted. Each b.ok to
for the old driver -ee
camp,
patient has a normal weight, beyond serious and meaut It.
which we should not endeavor to force

Makshfikld, Vt., Oct. 22, 1904.
The Bloodine Co., Boston, Mass.
Dear Sir»:—Please send me six bottles
of Bloodine. It has done me a world

on

"howler"
compiled by
:
Tuberculosis. the SclentlficAmerioM

It is not the amount of food eaten,
but the amount digested. Improve your

cured.

making

^"^llae,*
5ΚΓ
SÎî3P<ïï<»
»τ£ΤΚ
Other
amlnatlon.
le

cess

fine.

deadly snare it Is beside,
Contrived with ill design.

My second Is

Horn· Treatment for

Sllnter Gamee

HewUr*

Scientific

"Mo.hwotneelMJ·

Tuberculosis is not Incurable exeept
when such progress haa been made
without remedial treatment that an ex-

III.

Leading

CoLDiar, Oxford Democrat, South firto, Me.

sis).

My whole was never made by hand,
Though fine as precious lace.
'Tie thought by many careful folk
A mark of dire disgrace.

is

years

Bloodine.

Depot.

fo 1 Horse and Dairy INen!
I

My becond Is

The Greatest Discovery

and smoke your hams.

cure

a

IL
And within my first
Many a Juicy seed
On which man and bird and beast
With equal pleasure feed.

No

to.

for team.

charge

to.

attended

first before your

my

wear

name

The best of
of Plumbing Goods.
oak woodwork for closets. No old
Call and see this line. Job-

FRESH MEATS
at

new

Should you

Interest to the ladles
Correspondence on topic· of
to solicited. Address : Editor HOMBHime'

Men

No. 364.—Charades.
I.

of throat and head, and nuke and maintain
By acting on the bowels they relieve congestive conditions
like them to avoid the grippe
hc.ilihy conditions. Good, too, in smaller doses tor children. Nothing
from
that
result
winter
colds
and
neglect.
Cet · bottle today from your dealer, 35c.

HOMEM Aims' COLUMN.

OXFORD,

Patents
TRADE MA'

Anyone tending
quickly «certain

Design·
Copyright· Ac.

mar
description
whether an
patentable Commnolca-

a sketch and
our opinion me

Invention m Probably
Uon»«trtctlyconfldentiiU. HANDBOOK

Patenta

on
securing patenta.

free, oldest agency for
Patenta taken thmaiili Munn A Co. receive
tpteial notice, without charge, in the

lent

Scientific American.

A handtomely lllu»trated weekly. Largest dr.
Terne. W a
culaltan of any sclentlflc tourna
Sold by ali new «dealer·.
month·,
rear

r^our

|L

Picture Frames

and Pictures,

175
B. 5,
Peabody and Hastings
Brothers, lots 1,2 A 3, B. 8, 180
C. E. Valentine, N. W. 1-4 lot 5,
13
B. 7,
Ralph W. Bean, lots 2 A 3, R. 6,200
30
Κ red L. E4 wards, lot 1. B. 7,
D. A. Farwell. N. W. 1-4 1, B. e, 25
8.
W.
1-4
1,
Frank Farwell Est.,
25
B. 6,
Ada L. Farwell, S. E. 1-41. Β. 6, 25
John W. Bennett, X. W. 1-4 4,
6
B. 7,
Allison Brown, A. W. Stiles
300
lots,
100
Henry SUIes, homestead,
Mrs.C. L. Abbott, part lot 1,

600

3 00

500

2 50

3500

17 50

400

200

500

2 50

175
300
50
50

87
100
25
25

50
5ο

25
25

100

50

150
400

75
2 00

15

100

00

30
10
5
100

50
50
60
200

25
ii
24
11·)

$34 eT
And Allison Brown of Fryeburg Academy

Grant Is appointed Agent to superintend the
expenditure of the same and Is required to give

bond

tho law directs.

as

Blley Plantation for the purpose of repairing the road In said Plantation running a;·
the place formerly occupied by Wra. Gormsu
1

ON

to

the

of

sum

one

hundred and four dollars
as follows:

Styles.

High Grade Portrait Work
in Crayon, Water color,

Sepia and Oil a specialty.
Satisfaction Guarantied.

L. M. TUFTS,
SOUTH PARIS.

i

i

£c

?
%

2

i

<

"2

Η

>

b

0*3

Ά
c
Ο
Geo. W. Blanchard, Win, Ma
1000
son lots β, 7, 8 A 9, Β. 1,
Saine owners, balance of township draining into the Androscoggin river north of Berlin
2520
Falla, Ν. H
100
True Estes, 12 lot 9, B. 13,
Demerltt A Hall, for Ingalls
400
homestead,
Est. of Alonzo Flfleld, homes'd, 800
300
J ATwaldell,
Stlllman N. Llttlehale, homes'd, S00
Fred Gorman. W. 14tot2,B.8, 50
60
G. F. Llttlehale, homestead,
ffra.C. Chapman, lot 1, B. 15, 300
300
Seth Walker, lot S, B. 9,

$3000 $7 09
5000
100

17 50
35

6f0
1000
350
1000
75
200
200
200

210
$«
It:
SM
»
70
70
70

WALTBB L. GRAY,
Referee in Bankruptcy.

V>
«6 M

$104 79
Ami Stlllmaa N. Llttlehale of Bller Plantation
the
la appointed Agent to superintend
expenditure of aald tax and la required to give bond as
the law directe.
And It la

ordered that
hereby
as tne law

A true

aald aasessnxnt

requires.

be published

I

County Conn's
of the
County of Oxford.

copy—attest
CHARLES F. WHITMAN, Clerk.

A LOW PRICt
—

Wool·

NOTICE.
In the Dtatnct Court ot tbe United State· for
the District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
In the matter of
)
FLORA A. BROWN,
} In Bankruptcy. to close out odd
of Bumford, Bankrupt. )

To tbe creditors of Flora A. Brown. In tbe
Connty of Oxford and district aforesaid:
Notice Is hereby given that on the 9th day of
Jan., A. D. 1909. tne said flora M. Brown was
duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the first
meeting of her creditors will be held at the
office of the Referee, No. 8 Market Square. South
Parts, on the 27th day of January, A. D. 1909, at
10 o'clock In tbe forenoon, at which time the
•aid creditors may attend, prove their claims,
appointa trustee, examine the bankrupt, and
transact such other bualneaa aa may properly
oome before said meeting.
South Parla, Jan. 9, 1809.

an

seventy-nine cents is assessed

275
300
and 1-2 lot 9, B. 13,
International Paper Co., bal. of
18945
18945
lota,
township except public

in all

Nichols St..

$«00 1 3 00

Ell

B. 4.
Mrs.C. F. Brown, part lot 1,
B. 4.
Fletcher I. Bean, part lot 1, B. 4,
W.C. Bennett, part meadow lot,
Koscoe F. Cross, lot 5, Β. β,

a
î*

*

>

Hastings Brothers, lot 2, B. 15,

Mats, Mirrors
&

ô
s
it
se
ο
ο
Leforest Connor, lot 3, Β. 7, A
175
Ε. 1-2 0(4, Β. 7,
Allison Brown, W. l-2of4, B.7,
100
Α Ν. Ε. 14 Of 5, Β. 7,
Μ. Λ A Ε. S. 8towelI, S. Ε. 12
of 5. Β. 7, 4 8. W. 15 of 5, Β.
100
7, A 1-2 of 6, Β. 7,
Eut. Λ. 8. Bean, lote 1 A '2 In Β.
A
of
lots
6,
3,4,5
5, &n<l parte
B. 5, 4 A 9, Β. 6, an<t 4, B. 8,
and N. E. 1-4 1, B. 8, ami lot 7
In B. 7, ami part of Sin B. 7. 725
C. 8. Edwanla Est., lota 8 A 9,

ON

—

Carpets

patterns and clean

up stock.

Chas. F. Ridlon,
Corner Main and Danforth

NORWAY,

-

Sts.,

MAINE.

I

